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Affidavit

Affidavit

I, Andrew A. Lingenfelter, state as follows:

(1) I am Manager, Engineering, Global Nuclear Fuel - Americas, L.L.C. ("GNF-
A") and have been delegated the function of reviewing the information described
in paragraph (2) which is sought to be withheld, and have been authorized to
apply for its withholding.

(2) The information sought to be withheld is contained in the attachment, NEDC-
33239P, GE14 for ESBWR Nuclear Design Report, February 2006. GNF
proprietary information is indicated by enclosing it in double brackets. In each
case, the superscript notation {3) refers to Paragraph (3) of this affidavit, which
provides the basis for the proprietary determination.

(3) In making this application for withholding of proprietary information of which it
is the owner or licensee, GNF-A relies upon the exemption from disclosure set
forth in the Freedom of Information Act ("FOIA"), 5 USC Sec. 552(b)(4), and
the Trade Secrets Act, 18 USC Sec. 1905, and NRC regulations 10 CFR
9.17(a)(4) and 2.390(a)(4) for "trade secrets and commercial or financial
information obtained from a person and privileged or confidential" (Exemption
4). The material for which exemption from disclosure is here sought is all
"confidential commercial information," and some portions also qualify under the
narrower definition of "trade secret," within the meanings assigned to those
terms for purposes of FOIA Exemption 4 in, respectively, Critical Mass Energy
Project v. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, 975F2d871 (DC Cir. 1992), and
Public Citizen Health Research Group v. FDA, 704F2dl280 (DC Cir. 1983).

(4) Some examples of categories of information which fit into the definition of
proprietary information are:

a. Information that discloses a process, method, or apparatus, including
supporting data and analyses, where prevention of its use by GNF-A's
competitors without license from GNF-A constitutes a competitive
economic advantage over other companies;

b. Information which, if used by a competitor, would reduce his
expenditure of resources or improve his competitive position in the
design, manufacture, shipment, installation, assurance of quality, or
licensing of a similar product;

c. Information which reveals cost or price information, production
capacities, budget levels, or commercial strategies of GNF-A, its
customers, or its suppliers;

d. Information which reveals aspects of past, present, or future GNF-A
customer-funded development plans and programs, of potential
commercial value to GNF-A;

e. Information which discloses patentable subject matter for which it may
be desirable to obtain patent protection.
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The information sought to be withheld is considered to be proprietary for the
reasons set forth in paragraphs (4 )a. and (4)b., above.

45) To address the 10 CFR 2.390 (b) (4), the information sought to be withheld is
being submitted to NRC in confidence. The information is of a sort customarily
held in confidence by GNF-A, and is in fact so held. Its initial designation as
proprietary information, and the subsequent steps taken to prevent its
unauthorized disclosure, are as set forth in (6) and (7) following. The information
sought to be withheld has, to the best of my knowledge and belief, consistently
been held in confidence by GNF-A, no public disclosure has been made, and it is
not available in public sources. All disclosures to third parties including any
required transmittals to NRC, have been made, or must be made, pursuant to
regulatory provisions or proprietary agreements which provide for maintenance
of the information in confidence.

(6) Initial approval of proprietary treatment of a document is made by the manager
of the originating component, the person most likely to be acquainted with the
value and sensitivity of the infonnation in relation to industry knowledge, or
subject to the terms under which it was licensed to GNF-A. Access to such
documents within GNF-A is limited on a "need to know" basis.

(7) The procedure for approval of external release of such a document typically
requires review by the staff manager, project manager, principal scientist or other
equivalent authority, by the manager of the cognizant marketing function (or his
delegate), and by the Legal Operation, for technical content, competitive effect,
and determination of the accuracy of the proprietary designation. Disclosures
outside GNF-A are limited to regulatory bodies, customers, and potential
customers, and their agents, suppliers, and licensees, and others with a legitimate
need for the information, and then only in accordance with appropriate regulatory
provisions or proprietary agreements.

(18) The information identified in paragraph (2) is classified as proprietary because it
contains details of GNF-A's fuel design and licensing methodology.

The development of the methods used in these analyses, along with the testing,
development and approval of the supporting methodology was achieved at a
significant cost, on the order of several million dollars, to GNF-A or its licensor.

(9) Public disclosure of the information sought to be withheld is likely to cause
substantial harm to GNF-A's competitive position and foreclose or reduce the
availability of profit-making opportunities. The fuel design and licensing
methodology is part of GNF-A's comprehensive BWR safety and technology
base, and its commercial value extends beyond the original development cost.
The value of the technology base goes beyond the extensive physical database
and analytical methodology and includes development of the expertise to
determine and apply the appropriate evaluation process. In addition, the
technology base includes the value derived from providing analyses done with
NRC-approved methods.

The research, development, engineering, analytical, and NRC review costs
comprise a substantial investment of time and money by GNF-A or its licensor.
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The precise value of the expertise to devise an evaluation process and apply the
correct analytical methodology is difficult to quantify, but it clearly is
substantial.

GNF-A's competitive advantage will be lost if its competitors are able to use the
results of the GNF-A experience to normalize or verify their own process or if
they are able to claim an equivalent understanding by demonstrating that they
can arrive at the same or similar conclusions.

The value of this information to GNF-A would be lost if the information were
disclosed to the public. Making such information available to competitors
without their having been required to undertake a similar expenditure of
resources would unfairly provide competitors with a windfall, and deprive GNF-
A of the opportunity to exercise its competitive advantage to seek an adequate
return on its large investment in developing and obtaining these very valuable
analytical tools.

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing affidavit and the matters stated
therein are true and correct to the best of my knowledge, information, and belief.

Executed at Wilmington, North Carolina, this 16th Day of February, 2006

Andrew A. Lingenfe

Global Nuclear Fuel - Americas, LLC
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NON PROPRIETARY NOTICE

This is a non proprietary version of the document NEDE-33239P, which has the proprietary
information removed. Portions of the document that have been removed are indicated by an
open and closed bracket as shown here [I ]]-

IMPORTANT NOTICE REGARDING CONTENTS OF THIS REPORT

Please Read Carefully

The information contained in this document is furnished as reference material for GE 14 for
ES BWR, Nuclear Design Report. The only undertakings of Global Nuclear Fuel (GNF) with
respect to information in this document are contained in the contracts between GNF and the
participating utilities in effect at the time this report is issued, and nothing contained in this
document shall be construed as changing those contracts. The use of this information by anyone
other than that for which it is intended is not authorized; and with respect to any unauthorized
use, GNF makes no representation or warranty, and assumes no liability as to the completeness,
accuracy, or usefulness of the information contained in this document.
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ABSTRACT

In this report, the nuclear design of the ESBWR reference core with the GE14 fuel type is
covered in detail. Section 1 provides details about the nuclear methods of an ESBWR, including
lattice physics techniques, lattice physics methods qualification, the three-dimensional nuclear
model, the thermal-hydraulics model, three dimensional simulator model qualification, and
reactivity coefficient methods. Section 2 provides design basis information. Negative feedback
bases, shutdown margins, overpower bases, standby liquid control system, and stability bases are
described. Finally, Section 3 provides evaluation of the nuclear design relative to the design
criteria. Details of the bundles, core loading, reactivity feedback, control requirements, and
detailed results are provided. This document contains over one hundred tables and figures in
order to aid in the understanding of the ESBWR nuclear design with GE14 fuel.
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1. NUCLEAR METHODS

1.1 INTRODUCTION

The ESBWR core design is performed using the analytical tools and methods that are used for the
steady-.state nuclear evaluations of all General Electric BWR cores. These nuclear physics methods,
described and approved for application to current BWR cores in References 6 and 7, are described in
detail in this section. These nuclear physics methods have proven their abilities and capabilities
over hundreds of reactor operating years. The nuclear evaluation procedure for both ESBWR and
standard BWRs is best addressed as two parts: lattice analysis and core analysis.

Due to the differences in bundle design, control state, void condition and accumulated exposure,
bundle nuclear properties in a core are non-uniform both in transverse and axial directions. As a
result, the neutron behavior in each axial segment of a bundle is determined not only by the nuclear
properties of that segment but also by the nuclear properties of adjacent segments of that bundle and
neighboring bundles. The calculation of the influence of neighboring bundles is very complex
because each bundle can conceivably undergo a wide spectrum of environments, depending on its
location and core operating history. Fortunately, this influence is generally minor because of the
effects of the solid (non-voided) water in the bypass region outside of the channel. An approximate
way to model the bundle, therefore, is to account for the influence of neighboring bundles in the core
simulator and to generate homogenized cross sections by assuming that the bundle is located in an
infinite, periodic lattice along the transverse directions and is uniform and infinitely long along the
axial direction.

As a result of the preceding approximation, a bundle can be simulated as an "isolated" two-
dimensional heterogeneous system that may comprise fuel rods, water rods, burnable poison
(gadolinia), in-channel water, channel, out-of-channel water, and the control rod (Figure 1-1).
Again, due to the complexity of the system, it is not economically feasible to model a whole bundle
by using transport theory methods alone. The bundle modeling is therefore further divided into two
stages: (1) the fuel rod cell and external region modeling by using transport theory methods, and (2)
the coarse-mesh bundle modeling based on cell homogenization and diffusion theory methods.
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Figure 1-1. Typical Bundle Configuration
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Figure 1-2. Lattice Physics Code Flow Diagram
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Figure 1-3. Flow Diagram for the Lattice Physics/BWR Core Simulator System
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1.2 GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF LATTICE PHYSICS SOLUTION TECHNIQUES

The source for all neutron cross sections used by the lattice physics code is the Evaluated Nuclear
Data File, ENDF/B. The cross sections for the principal heavy nuclides (U2 35 , U238, PU239, etc.) and
gadolinium isotopes (Gd'5 4, Gd'55 , Gd'57, etc) were obtained from ENDF/B-V, while all the other
cross sections were obtained from either ENDF/B-IV or ENDF/B-V. In either case, the ENDF/B
data must be collapsed to obtain multi-group cross sections, single-level Breit-Wigner resonance
parameters, and scattering matrices. In the collapsing process, a spectrum representative of the
BWR operating environment is used in the thermal energy range (below 0.785 eV), a l/E spectrum
in the resonance range (between 0.785 eV and 7 keV), and a Watt fission spectrum (based on
ENDF/B-V) in the fission energy range. The thermal energy range is divided into 30 energy groups
(as shown in Table 1-1) and the epithermal range is divided into 68 equal-lethargy intervals with a
maximum neutron energy of 10.0 MeV.

A description of the calculations performed by the lattice physics code is provided in detail in the
following sections and is represented in general terms in Figure 1-2. The lattice physics code
provides lattice-averaged diffusion cross-sections, relative rod power peaking, and lattice edge
discontinuity factors for the BWR simulator core calculations. A flow diagram for the lattice
physics/BWR core simulator system is given in Figure 1-3.

The solution techniques begin with the generation of thermal broad-group neutron cross-sections for
all homogenized fuel rod cells and external regions in a bundle. In the thermal energy range, the
rod-by.-rod thermal spectra are calculated by a method similar to the THERMOS11 ' formulation. The
major difference is that neutron leakage from rod to rod is taken into account. The leakage is
determined by diffusion theory and is fed into the thermal spectrum calculation. Iterations between
diffusion theory and collision probability thermal spectrum calculations are carried out to determine
accurate, spatially dependent, thermal energy range cross sections.

The second step is to generate the cell- and region-homogenized cross sections for the fast and
epithermal broad groups. In the epithermal and fast energy range, the level-wise resonance integrals
are calculated by an improved intermediate resonance (IR) approximation in which the IR
parameters are fuel-rod-temperature dependent. This temperature dependence is omitted in the
conventional IR approximations. In addition, the fuel rod escape probability is calculated according
to an improved treatment by MizutaE2 ].

The third step utilizes the cross sections generated in steps one and two in a two-dimensional,
coarse-mesh, broad-group, diffusion-theory calculation to determine the nodal flux and power
distributions in the bundle. Intra-region flux information from steps 1 and 2 is combined with the
cell average flux information to construct a detailed flux distribution within each region.

The fourth and final step is to perform the nuclide depletion calculation. In the depletion
calculation, 100 nuclides are treated, including 25 fissile and fertile nuclides and up to 48 fission
products plus one pseudo fission product and one gadolinium tail pseudo product. An improved
burnup integration scheme is employed in nuclide depletion calculations.

The preceding steps are repeated for each burn step until all given burn steps are completed.
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1.2.1 :rhermal Neutron Spectrum and Diffusion Parameter Calculations

In this section, the generation of thermal cross sections and diffusion coefficients is discussed. This
process includes the condensation of the thermal cross-section library from 30 groups to 16 groups,
the calculation of leakage-dependent region-wise neutron spectrum, and the generation of thermal
homogenized leakage dependent diffusion parameters.

1.2.1.1 Thermal Library Condensation

The conventional library for thermal spectrum calculations is composed of 30-group thermal cross
sections. A properly condensed 16-group (group structure is shown in Table 1-1), rather than a 30-
group thermal library, is adequate to calculate the thermal spectrum correctly.

The fluxes for the condensation of the cross sections from 30 to 16 groups are calculated by using
the THERMOS method for the averaged regular and the averaged gadolinia (Gd) fuel rod cells.
Each averaged cell is assumed to have two regions (fuel region and cladding-moderator
homogenized region) in the radial direction and to be infinitely long in the axial direction.

1.2.1.2 Thermal Neutron Spectrum Calculation

The integral transport theory method has been widely utilized for calculating thermal neutron spectra
in reactor lattices. The THERMOS computer code (based on this method) was introduced by
Honeck in 1961. The integral transport method has continued to be used along with two
improvements: (1) the collision probability iis calculated more accurately, and (2) the reflecting
boundary condition is generalized to the albedo (or leakage-dependent) boundary condition.

1.2.1.3 Integral Transport Theory

Following the Wigner-Seitz cell approximation, each fuel rod and its surrounding cladding and
moderator are represented by an equivalent cylindrical cell as shown in Figure 1-4.
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Table 1-1. Group Structure of Thermal Library

U per Boundaries

16-Group 30-Group Velocity, v (Units Lethargy, U(u= | E (eV)
1-ru 30Gop of 2200 /sc at 10 MeV) EIeV

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
I1
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30 ]]
30 11
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Figure 1-4. An Equivalent Fuel Cell

The integral transport form of the neutron balance equation with isotropic scattering and source in a
unit ce'll is given by:

ETC, E)qw(r, E)= | dV 'P(r - E){ dE's(2r E'- E)0(r,, E)+Q(,' E)}+

|s dSn h f2,, QE) P (ri rs E)

(1.2.1)

where:

P() -*~,E = QE) [
)4PrI* , 12 exp[- Y, e-R 2KdR'j

Here:

Es ( , E' -, E) the scattering kernel,

Q ( , E) = the slowing-down source,

P(, ,, E)[orP(, r ,, E) = thetransportkernel,
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J7 (. R E) = the incoming surface current,

r = the position vector inside the cell,

s = the position vector on the boundary surface,

Ec = the upper thermal cutcoff energy,

( - )/ l - I, and

n = the outward normal direction of boundary surface

Physically, the left-hand side of Equation (1.2.1) is the collision removal term for neutrons with

energy E at position r ,the first term on the right-hand side is the corresponding source term from
all other parts inside the cell, and the second term on the right-hand side represents the surface
source term.

The cell is divided into sub-regions composed of constant cross-sections, then integrated over the
volume element Vn with the assumption of isotropic incoming surface current. The conventional flat
flux and flat source approximation is then applied and the result is discretized into the multi-group

form. The incoming partial current J_ is expressed in terms of the net cell leakage and the surface-
to-surface transport probability.

1.2.1.4 Surface Leakage

To solve the multi-group integral transport equation presented in the previous subsection, the group-
dependent albedo boundary conditions (ag) need to be specified. A technique called the L-method
(L represents surface leakage) is used to evaluate the albedo ag because the net surface leakage Lg is
related to ag by:

Lg =(Jg -Jg+)S = (ag -)SJg.

where JgandJ are incoming and outgoing surface partial current densities, and S is the cell
surface area.

In the L-method, the gef group net boundary-surface leakage Lg is assumed to be proportional to the
cell absorption of that group:

Lg oc Ag =,, ag-)C g (-)dV

or

Lg=LAgg= ,2,..,G

where:
G G

L=> Lg; A=, Ag*
g=1 g=1
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The cell total thermal leakage, which equals the cell slowing-down source minus cell total thermal
absorption, can be evaluated from a broad-thermal-group bundle diffusion calculation with slowing-
down sources. However, the broad-thermal-group cross sections for the bundle diffusion calculation
are generated from the fine-group flux-weighted collapsing expressions, and the fine-group fluxes
can only be obtained by solving the cell integral transport equations with leakage boundary
conditions. As a result, the individual cell fine-thermal-group transport calculations and the bundle
broad-lhermal-group diffusion calculation depend on each other because of the thermal leakage
coupling.

To account for this thermal leakage coupling, the broad-thermal-group cross sections are assumed to
be a function of the cell total thermal leakage L as:

I(L) aL (1.2.2)

0b+L'

where SO, a, and b are the L-fitting parameters. We note that Z(O) = SO and I(oo) = E o + a. The three
L-fitting parameters can be determined by repeating the L-dependent THERMOS calculations for
three different assumed L-values in the neighborhood of the actual L-value. The actual L-value for
each cell region is determined by means of the L-iterations in the bundle broad-thermal-group
diffusion calculation, until the L-dependent cross section F(L) is converged.

1.2.1.5 Thermal Homogenized Cross Section and Diffusion Coefficient Generation

The homogenized cross sections are formulated by preserving region-wise, thermal reaction rates as:

NEik j.J <i- 0k &VgV

z=T= ijkg k, X=Ttr,fa (1.2.3)

k, g

where:

N. i atom density of ith isotope in kIth subregion of jh region,

Vk = k volume element,

g = gt' fine group,

Avg = ge group speed interval, and

x = type of reaction - total (T), transport (tr), fission (f), or absorption (a).

The homogenized diffusion coefficients are expressed in terms of the transport cross-sections and
are determined first by energy group condensation:

Z ~k AVg

EJ 4gjkkvglyjk (1.2.4)

g

then by spatial summation:
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E: 01k Vk

Dj=k = , tV (1.2.5)

k

where:

,jk = E g, kAvg.
g

The preceding expressions for the homogenized thermal diffusion parameters cannot be used for
control blades, which are composed of strong absorption material. The control blade regions are
treated similarly but utilizing a P1 blackness model.

1.2.2 Fast and Epi-thermal Spectrum and Diiffusion Parameter Calculations

This section presents a discussion of the generation of fast and epithermal cross-sections and
diffusion coefficients. This process includes the consideration of Dancoff factors, the calculation of
resonance cross sections, the determination of heterogeneity correction factors from averaged-fuel-
rod-cell transport calculation and the fine-group transport calculation for a one-dimensional
equivalent bundle.

1.2.2.1 Dancoff Factor Calculation

In 1944, Dancoff and Ginsburg first analyzed the shadowing effect on incident neutrons to a fuel rod
due to the block of neighboring rods, and calculated the shadowing factors subsequently known as
the Dancoff factors. Dancoff factors play an important role in calculating the effective resonance
cross sections and the heterogeneity effect in the fast and epithermal energy regions. They are
particularly important for BWR lattices because of the presence of the channel box and the water
gap, and the non-uniformity of the water density due to the un-voided water outside the channel box
and inside the water rods. This causes the resonance integrals to vary from rod to rod in the lattice
and the variation is taken into account through the use of a rod-dependent Dancoff factor, together
with a rod-dependent atomic concentration of the resonant nuclide.

In the formulation of the Dancoff factor, the following assumptions were made:

(1) The fuel rods are black to neutrons in the resonance energy range (i.e., they absorb all
incident resonance neutrons).

(2) The source distribution of resonance neutrons in the moderator is isotropic and spatially
constant.

(3) Each resonance is narrow such that any collision in the moderator removes the neutron from
that resonance interval.

The Dancoff factor of a given rod is defined as the probability that a resonance neutron (produced by
slowing down from a fission neutron) in the moderator is shielded from the rod by neighboring rods
in the lattice. The factors are calculated for each individual fuel rod and include the effects of the
fuel rod cladding. The average value of the Dancoff factor for a fuel bundle is simply the arithmetic
average of the Dancoff factors for the individual fuel rods.
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1.2.2.2 Resolved Resonance Treatment

The resonance absorption of heavy nuclides, especially U238, is a major factor in determining the
neutron multiplication factor of a light water reactor. The resonance cross sections are calculated
using an improved intermediate resonance (IR) approximation by Mizuta 31 , and using a fine energy
mesh model for certain resonance levels for certain isotopes as specified by the user. The
improvements include: (1) temperature dependence of the IR parameters; (2) interference between
the potential scattering and the resonance scattering; and (3) improved A-factor in the Wigner
rational approximation for the fuel escape probability. The fine energy mesh model solves the
Chernick equation in a heterogenous (3 regions) model near the resonance of interest. This model is
used for the Pu240 1.056 eV resonance and optionally for other U238 resonances.

1.2.2.3 Unresolved Resonance Treatment

The average neutron energy decrement per collision is much larger than the average level spacing in
the unresolved resonance region; therefore, narrow resonance approximation is applied for
unresolved resonance treatment. Moreover, since the neighboring resonance peaks are unresolved
with each other, the reduced neutron widths are assumed to distribute according to the Porter-
Thomas distribution:

P(Y) = e

where y is the ratio of each individual reduced width to the average reduced width.

1.2.2.4 Determination of Heterogeneity Correlation Factors from Averaged Fuel-Rod-Cell
Transport Calculation

In the fast and epithermal energy range, the flux distribution is quite flat and near-periodic across
various fuel-rod-cell regions inside a fuel bundle because the total neutron mean-free-path is much
longer than a single fuel-cell pitch. Hence, the flux variation inside each fuel-rod cell is
approximately represented by the flux variation obtained from an averaged fuel-rod-cell transport
calculation. The fast and epithermal spatial and the fast spectrum heterogeneity factors can then be
determined from the flux solution of the averaged fuel-rod-cell transport calculation.

1.2.2.5 Fine-Group Transport Calculation for a One-Dimensional Equivalent Bundle

The neutron spectrum in various regions of thie fuel bundle is required for condensing and
homogenizing the fine-group cross sections as described in the thermal energy range. In the fast and
epithermal range, the neutron spectrum in the two-dimensional bundle is approximated by the
spectrum obtained from a one-dimensional equivalent bundle transport calculation.

The one-dimensional equivalent bundle is established by preserving the hydrogen-to-uranium atom
ratio (H/U) of the actual bundle, because the fast and epithermal spectrum is very sensitive to H/U.
[[
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]]
The approximate two dimensional to one dimensional geometric relationship can be seen in Figure
1-5.
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Figure 1-5 Geometric Relationship Between the One-Dimensional Equivalent and the Actual
Bundles
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1.2.2.6 Diffusion-Transport Correlation Factor Calculation

The fast and epithermal homogenized diffusion cross sections are to be determined by preserving the
transport removal reaction rates in terms of region-wise, group-dependent, diffusion-transport
correction factors. The diffusion-transport correction factors are defined as the ratios of transport
removal and diffusion removal reaction rates in each of the spectrum regions of the preceding one-
dimensional equivalent bundle:

DT_ GI group transport removal rate in L spectrum region
fLG Ggroup diffusion removal rate in Lt spectrum region

Here, the broad-group transport removal rates are evaluated from the fine-group fluxes, removal
cross sections, and region-volumes of one-dimensional bundle transport calculations. The fast and
epithermal diffusion removal rates are evaluated from the broad-group fluxes, removal cross-
sections and region-volumes of two-dimensional bundle diffusion calculations.

Although the resonance cross sections used in the one-dimensional transport and the two-
dimensional diffusion calculations are obtained based on averaged atom density and Dancoff factor,
the preceding diffusion-transport correction :Factors are used as transport-correction factors to rod-
by-rod., density- and Dancoff-factor-corrected (absorption, fission, production, and slowing-down)
cross sections for the few-group bundle diffusion calculation to be described in the next section.
However, there are no transport corrections 10 the fast and epithermal diffusion coefficients.

1.2.3 Bundle Flux. Power, and Miscellaneous Calculations

This section describes the methods for calculating the neutron flux distributions, the power-related
distributions and the bundle-averaged diffusion parameters. Three broad-energy groups are used for
these bundle calculations. The first group spans the fast energy range from [[ ]],
and includes all neutrons born in fission. The second group spans the resonance energy range from

]]. The third group is the thermal group that includes all neutrons with energies below

1.2.3.1 Two-Dimensional Few-Group Coarse-Mesh Diffusion Calculation

To prepare for the coarse-mesh diffusion calculation, the following assumptions are made to
represent the fuel bundle:

(1)1 Each fuel rod (including water rod, plenum rod, and vanished rod cells) and its surrounding
moderator is replaced by a homogenized cell region, and is represented by one node located
at the center of that region.

(2) The round corners of the channel box are replaced by the equivalent rectangular corners.

(3) The channel box and water film are homogenized together as one material type in external
regions.
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1.2.3.2 Nodal Diffusion Equations

The two-dimensional few-group diffusion equations for the bundle flux calculations are given by:

-d D (xy) o Og(XY)-9 Dg bOg +ERg(XY)Og =
OX9x £9x £y £9y

1 G -I (1.2.6)
TXg Eg Vg*Yfg,(XY)Wg, +Z Esg.g(Xy)qg,,g =,...,G

g g==1

where all notations are standard, and no up-scattering is assumed. Since each region is
homogenized, the nuclear parameters in that region are represented by their homogenized (constant)
values; that is,

Dg(x,y) = Dg j, yRg (XY) = z Rjg IYEfg,(X Y) z fg

and

Es .gg(x,y) = ES jg g in the region confined by xj+112 > x > x, 112

and
yj+1/2 > y > yj-1/2,

as show in Figure 1-6.

Equation (1.2.6) is transformed to the finite difference equation, then solved by using the successive
over-relaxation iterative method.
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1.2.3.2.1 Boundary Conditions

The external boundary conditions used in most design calculations are the reflecting or zero-current
boundary conditions:

d91g (x, ys) and s y
dog(X, =O0and 0, = y= 1, 2, ... , G
.Ox d9y

where x=xs and y=ys are the boundary plane surfaces that bisect the water gaps and control blades
between fuel bundles. These reflecting boundary conditions result from the assumption that the core
is composed of an infinite repeating array of symmetric fuel bundles. In most cases, this
approximation is adequate due to the fact that a BWR lattice is a very large system composed of
near-periodic, symmetric fuel bundles, and that the water gaps in a BWR lattice tend to decouple the
neutron spectra of adjacent bundles.

1.2.3.3 Power-Related Distributions

1.2.3.3.1 Fission Density Distribution

The fission density of each rod is calculated from the neutron fluxes as:

F = E i(n), n = 1, 2, ..., N (1.2.7)
g=1 j=1 fi g g

where

Vr = volume of the fuel region

'n)

Ad g =9 group fission cross section for the jth isotope in the nth rod;

J total number of fissionable nuclides; and

N = total number of fission-producing rods.

Dividing Fn by the average fission density F yields the relative rod fission densityF

F. = - = l ,,n= 1, 2, ..., N.

N n=,

1.2.3.3.2 Power Distribution

The relative fission-density distribution is sometimes taken approximately as the relative thermal
power distribution. However, the actual relative power distribution is different from the relative
fission-density distribution because:

(1) Different fissionable nuclides yield somewhat different amounts of energy per fission.
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(2) A fraction of the fission energy is released in the form of gamma rays, which have long
mean-free-paths inside a reactor lattice and, therefore, their energy is often deposited far
from their original source. This has the effect of spreading the thermal energy inside the
lattice and consequently reducing the power peaking.

(3) Neutron capture results in the release of gamma rays, which lose their energy in the same
way as the fission gamma rays.

The fission-energy sources can be separated into two types based on their properties. One is the
locally deposited fission energy, which is the kinetic energy of various short-ranged particles
including fission fragments, fission neutrons and betas, and the other is the long-ranged gamma ray
energy. The locally deposited power PLn in the nth rod is given by:

G J
= E E EjZ(n) tn (1.2.8)

g=1 j=1

where ELj is the locally deposited energy per fission (obtained from ENDF/B-V) forjth fissionable
isotope. Similarly, the local source of gamma ray energy Syn is given by:

Sr n E Er tg+ Er'j At (n) )08 (1.2.9)
g=1 +Er #,g dcj~g

where ]Eyj and E1,j are the energy released by the fission gammas and capture gammas of the jt
isotope.

The eight-group gamma number sources are given by:

V (Eyfj ()gXfg +Ey. j(n) gxcg, )(n)g' 12,.g (1.2.10)
QIY" 9' = n g X~ + Ey~ *j cj, g Xcj J g'=g92 .,g (.0

g=1 j=1

where X4g (Xg4) is the number of photons emitted in gamma-energy group g' per unit gamma

energy (MeV) due to a fission (capture) occurring in neutron-energy group g of the jth nuclide. The
gamma energies are divided into groups with, boundaries [[

A complex gamma transport calculation is required to obtain the smeared gamma energy
distribution. Based on previous transport calculations, the smeared gamma power Pyn in the nth rod
can be approximately given by:

Pyn = Sy + f8 (Syn -S ) (1.2.11)

where Sy is the average gamma source, and 13 is a constant depending on lattice size.

The total power PTn in the nth rod is the sum of the locally deposited fission power and smeared
gamma power:

PT= PLn +PG. (1.2.12)
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Typical values for PLn and P., are [[

The relative power PT, is given by:

P P
N Tn

Tn 1 N (1.2.13)

1.2.3.3.3 R-Factor Distribution

The power distribution calculated in the preceding subsection is the local fission power distribution
without considering the coolant heat exchange among neighboring rods. Since the water in the
adjacent coolant channel rapidly mixes together, the heat is exchanged among neighboring rods. To
account for this heat exchange, a weighted peaking factor called the R-factor is used to characterize
the local thermal peaking pattern in the vicinity of a given rod for the calculation of coolant-smeared
power distribution. This R-factor is related to, but not necessarily equal to, the bundle R-factor since
weightings may change for various correlations and the various lattices comprising a bundle must be
appropriately weighted. The R-factor distribution calculated here is given as a lattice design guide.

[[I

1.2.3.3.4 Pellet Radial Power Distribution

The radial power distribution within a pellet is calculated for use in fuel rod temperature
calculations. The fission density distribution is the sum of the fission reaction rates in the three
broad energy groups, i.e.,

3

F(r) = I Fgfg (r)
g=l
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where Fg is the total number of fissions in-group g per unit volume and fg(r) is a radial distribution
function for group g. For the fast energy range (i.e., greater than [[ ]]), fg(r) is assumed to
be flat, or independent of radius. In the epithermal range, the radial direction is divided into ten
equal volume radial rings and a generic distribution is used. This generic distribution is computed
by Monte Carlo methods and is assumed to be independent of pellet composition. The thermal
group distribution fg(r) is typically computed for ten equal volume radial rings by the THERMOS
based integral transport method described in Section 1.2.1. The radial fission distribution is then fit
to a polynomial form for use in fuel pellet temperature calculations.

1.2.3.4 Bundle-Averaged Diffusion Paranmeters

The group-wise bundle-averaged diffusion coefficients and cross sections are calculated by using the
conventional flux-weighted expressions, which preserve the bundle reaction rates. These
expressions are:

E jg Vj l Djg -1

Dg= E 1jg V (1.2.14)

[ fgXjg gj

xg = ,x=f, S, R; g1.,G.

where the summation ofj is over the whole bundle. The bundle-averaged diffusion parameters are
used in the core diffusion calculation.

1.2.4 Nuclide Depletion Calculation

The nuclide depletion calculation is discussed in this section. The process includes the introduction
of fission-related nuclide chains and the formulation of nuclide depletion equations. The half lives
in Figure 1-7 and Figure 1-8 are obtained from the Table of Isotopes edited by Lederer and Shirley
or ENDF-VI edited data. The fission fraction yields for 10 actinides based on ENDF-349 14] is
utilized to determine the fission product source.

1.2.4.1 Fission-related Nuclide Chains

There are two types of fission-related nuclide chains: (1) fissionable nuclide and (2) fission product.
The relationship among various nuclides in these chains is important for calculating the production
and destruction of major nuclides as functions of exposure in a nuclear reactor.

The fissionable nuclide chains are shown in Figure 1-7. The B-decay and radioactive capture (n-y
reaction) are two main reactions in these chains. The (n, 2n) reaction and a-decay also occur, but
their contribution to the production and destruction is usually small.

Two fission product models are available within TGBLA. The base fission product model consists
of 29 major fission products (fission products and their daughters with significant neutron
absorption), two gadolinium product isotopes, one gadolinium tail product, 6 zero cross section
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transition isotopes, and one pseudo fission product representing the contribution from the other
minor fission products. The expanded fission product model consists of 40 major fission products
(fission products and their daughters with significant neutron absorption), two gadolinium tail
isotopes, a gadolinium tail product, 5 zero cross section transition isotopes, and one pseudo fission
product representing the contribution from the other minor fission products. The fission product
chains are shown in Figure 1-8.

1.2.4.2 Nuclide Depletion in Fuel Rods

For nuclide depletion, each regular fuel rod is assigned a burn region and each Gd fuel rod is divided
up into a maximum of 20 (normally 10) burn regions to track the gadolinium isotopes. In each burn
region, the nuclide- depletion equations are:

dNi(t) _=Li 2, ..i=....2....., I (1.2.15)

where

Ni(t) = nuclide density;

Pi(t) = production rate;

Li(t) = loss rate; and subscript "i" represents a nuclide type.

Equation (1.2.15) is a set of coupled, first-order differential equations that governs the changes of
nuclide densities with respect to time in a bum region.
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1]
Figure 1-7. Fissionable Nuclide Chains
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]]

Figure 1-8. Fission Product Nuclide Chains
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The production rate of the it nuclide is the sum of its total yield from fissions of all fissionable
nuclides, the neutron capture rate of its k0 precursor (which has the same atomic number but with a
mass number one unit smaller), and the beta decay rate from its mth recursor (which has the same
mass number but with an atomic number one unit smaller):

G G

P t=AdY ) ()Eafg) ai 0 / )A g > + A.Nm (t) (1.2.16)
j=l ggl g=1

where j is the fission yield of the ith nuclide due to the jth fissionable nuclide, and km is the decay
constant of the mth precursor. The loss rate of the ith nuclide is the sum of its decay and absorption
rates:

L N (t)=N(t) [Ai+ E c) (1.2.17)

Substituting Equations (1.2.16) and (1.2.17) into Equation (1.2.15) yields:

-A iNm(t)-AyN,(t)+L Ylj) N (to) G()
dt 1=1 g=l

(1.2.18)

+ (k:) N,()-7) Ni Q)]g i=1 , 2, ..., I.
g=1

which is a set of coupled, nonlinear, differential equations for nuclide depletion. These depletion
equations are solved using the fourth-order BRunge-Kutta-Gill numerical integration technique.
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1.3 LATTICE PHYSICS METHODS QUALIFICATION

1.3.1 Monte Carlo Benchmark Comparison

Fundamental qualification of the lattice physics system was accomplished by performing neutron
balance and relative fission density comparisons between Monte Carlo analysis results and lattice
physics calculations for designs ranging from 7x7 to 1 Oxi 0 including numerous design features (i.e.
small water rods, large water rods, square water rods, part length rods, plenum rods, and water cross
designs). The Monte Carlo calculation is based on the exact neutron transport method and serves as
a benchmark for the lattice physics code.

The lattice physics qualification includes cycle tracking, and benchmarking versus Monte Carlo
simulations. Over 160 separate lattice comparisons were performed versus Monte Carlo lattice
calculations to ensure that performance is equally accurate over the entire application range of the
code. Neutron multiplication, isotope specific reaction rates and the overall neutron balance were all
subject to examination.

The lattice physics code was benchmarked against Monte Carlo simulations of the same lattice at
zero exposure and by utilizing the isotopic content generated by the lattice physics method, an
exposed lattice simulation is made. The MCNP Monte Carlo neutral particle transport code, with
continuous energy cross sections generated from the latest ENDF/B-V libraries, was used for these
studies. These benchmarks provide detailed comparisons of multiple physics parameters such as
absorption rates, fission reaction rates, fission density distribution, regional fluxes, burnable
absorber reaction rates and k-infinity of the lattice, just to name a few. A broad range of lattice
characteristics were examined with these methods. This comparison effort was extensive and the
results voluminous. The global results of the comparisons can, however, be presented in the form of
k-infinity differences between the two codes. Figure 1-9 shows the deviation of k-infinity of
TGBLAO6 from the benchmark MCNP calculation for the same beginning of life lattice and state
conditions. Figure 1-10 shows the deviation of k-infinity of TGBLA06 from the benchmark MCNP
calculation for a simulation of lattices with three (3) different concentrations of Gadolinium as a
function of exposure at 40% void fraction. [[

]]
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Figure 1-9. Comparison of K-infinities for Beginning-of-Life Lattices
(TGB]LA06 vs. MCNP)
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Figure 1-10. Comparison of K-infinities for Exposed Lattices
(TGB:LA06 vs. MCNP)
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Table ]L-2 and Table 1-3 shows comparisons of neutron balances between the Monte Carlo and
lattice physics results at 0.40 void fraction for a 1 OxIO fuel lattice without vanished rods and a
1 Ox 10 fuel lattice with vanished rods. The isotopic neutron balances are represented by the
normalized three-group neutron absorption and production rates where the total neutron absorption
is normalized to one. The overall neutron balance is represented by the production total which is
equivalent to the lattice multiplication factor (Kinf). The standard deviation (a) of the multiplication
factor from the Monte Carlo analysis is -0.0)1.

]]. The
isotopic absorption and production comparisons also show good agreement. [[

]]
Table 1 -4 and Table 1-5 provides a sample of relative rod fission density from the Monte Carlo and
the lattice physics calculations for two lattices at 0.40 void fraction. The Monte Carlo standard
deviation is approximately 1% for each rod. [[

]]
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Table 1-2. Neutron Balance Comparisons between Monte Carlo and Lattice Physics
1Ox1O Lattice without Vanished Rods at 40% Void Fraction

Absorption Production
Isotope 1 2 3 Total 1 2 3 Total

U234

Delta l
U235

Delta _
U238

Delta
Gd154

Delta
Gd155

D e lta ___ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Gd156

D elta _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Gd157

Delta

Gd158

Delta _ _
Gdl6O

Delta
120

Delta ___
O-fuel

D elta _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Zr*

D elta _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

TOTAL f

* Zr production is N,2N reaction
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Table 1-3. Neutron Balance Comparisons between Monte Carlo and Lattice Physics
__ 10x1O Lattice with Vanished Rods at 40% Void Fraction

Absorption Production
Iso e 1 2 3 Total 1 2 3 Total

U234

Delta _ _
U238

Delta __________________
Gdl54

Delta __ _ _ _ _

Gd155

D elta _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Gd156

Delta __ _ _ _ _

Gd157

Delta

GdI58

D elta__ _ _ _ __ _ _ _

Gdl6O

Delta
1120

Delta
0-fuel

D elta__ _ _ _ __ _ _ _

Zr*

D elta _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

TOTAL 1

* Zr production is N,2N reaction
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Table 1-4. Sample Relative Fission Density Comparison between Monte Carlo and Lattice
Physics

IlxloI Lattice without 'Vanished rods at 0.40 Void Fraction

__ I _ I I _ _ 1

-� + 4 I -� I +

-� + 4 * 4 4. * +

4 I -4 4- I 4 4-

-4- I I + -4- I + I

-1- 1 -t + -1- I *I- I

_=~-=_ I I _ I=

I__ I_-I -_I --I_

I I I

(MONTE CARLO standard deviation is about 1%)
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Table 1-5. 10x10 Lattice with Vanished rods at 0.40 Void Fraction

I=l I

I I I I I

I II t I I1 IX

=_I I =-==
_I

X_-_=_--=I
I ====I-I=I =

=-=-=_ __= =

(MONTE CARLO standard deviation is about 1%)
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Table 1-6. Summary of Relative Fission Density Comparison between Monte Carlo and
Lattice Physics

Lattice Fuel Rods Water Vanished Plenum 00 VF 40VF 70VF
Type (UO2+Gad) Rods Rods Rods

Samples 1240 Overall Weighted Average[[ ]

Notes:

1. Lattice is Water cross design.

2. Lattice is Water box design.
3. Lattice contains vanished or plenums rods on periphery.
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The overall agreement between TGBLA06 and MCNP for various lattice state conditions is
shown in Figure 1-11. The cases are grouped into categories such as "all" for all cases taken
together, "cold" for the 201C cases, "0 void" for the hot, 0% in-channel void fraction cases, etc.
The error bars indicate the observed uncertainty (la) for each of the case types. [[

[[

Figure 1-11. K-infinity Comparison of TGBLA06 vs. MCNP for Various
Lattice State Conditions

(3)]]

1.3.2 Conclusions

Extensive qualification of the lattice physics methodology demonstrates that the code will
accurately predict the lattice nuclear performance of all GE fuel designs including 1 Ox 1o
designs. Finally, neutron balance benchmark comparisons between Monte Carlo analysis results
and lattice physics calculations for a 1 Ox 1o fuel bundle designs, show that the multiplication
factor and the neutron absorption and production rates are also in good agreement.
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1.4 THREE-DIMENSIONAL NUCLEAR MODEL

The nuclear model is based on coarse mesh nodal, one-group, static diffusion theory. The
nodalization is described in Section 1.4.10. The mesh points are distributed approximately every
two fast neutron mean free paths. Because of the short thermal neutron mean free path in a water
reactor, most neutron diffusion takes place al: high neutron energy. Therefore, the model is
oriented toward accurate representation of fast neutron diffusion.

It is important to account for lattice fine structure in determining nuclear data for the coarse-
mesh global model. Separability is assumed for lattice cells consisting of one or more fuel
bundle;s. The nuclear input preparation is performed by detailed calculations for the lattice cells
or fuel types. Coarse-mesh diffusion parameters are fit parametrically as a function of moderator
density, exposure, control state, and moderator density history. (Moderator density history
accounts for spatial isotopic concentrations which are affected by the neutron spectrum during
burnup; the spectrum, in turn, is sensitive to moderator density.) These parametric calculations
produce isotopic compositions and three-group cross-section data homogenized over the lattice
cell. The methods and procedures used in the lattice physics model are described in Section 1.2.
Additional data and correlations are added by a pre-processor system for use in the BWR
Simulator. A simplified flow chart can be seen in Figure 1-3

The nuclear model includes representation of Doppler broadening as a function of effective
average fuel temperature. Xenon poisoning is considered with the spatial xenon concentration
calculated for equilibrium conditions or input specified for non-equilibrium conditions.
Provisions are also made to account for the reactivity effect of crud deposited on fuel rods.

Convergence of inner flux iterations and, separately, the outer void loops is achieved through the
use of Chebyshev polynomials. Neutron flux is converted to fission power for thermal-
hydraulic coupling.

Spatial isotopic concentrations are calculated for fuel cycle analysis. Simulated in-core
instrument readings can also be calculated.
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1.4.1 Coarse-Mesh Nodal. One-Group Diffusion Theory

The derivation of the nodal equations begins with the three-group neutron diffusion equations:

-VeD 1 VA@~r)+X 1,6(t)=AE, Vgy (1.4.1)
g

-V * D2Vb2 (r) + 1202 (a r=Y ei9 (r) (1.4.2)

-V * D3V 3 (L) + 303(r) = Est212 () (1.4.3)

where
g = neutron group; g=1, 2, or 3

(!r)= neutron flux;

Dg = diffusion coefficient;

Yg = removal cross section;

EsfC slowing-down cross section;

vg = number of neutrons per fission;

Efg = fission cross section; and

X= effective multiplication constant.

Define

El VgZfg9g/4 (1.4.4)
lg

2k/2-1
BI M /A2(1.4.5)

M1
2  DI /El (1.4.6)

Then the equation for the fast group becomes:

1V (1.4.7)

This equation depends implicitly on the resonance (group 2) and thermal (group 3) fluxes
through the definition of B1

2 These fluxes must be approximated some way in order for the
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diffusion calculation to be limited to one group. The procedure used is to assume that the
geometric bucklings in all three energy groups are the same.

D30 3  D20 2  V.D 4 = BI (1.4.8)

Using these approximations, the resonance-to-fast and thermal-to-resonance flux ratios may be
obtained from Equations (1.4.2) and (1.4.3):

02A/0- sIf1 / 12 02 (1.4.9)
V' V1 +M2B 1+M2B

s- 2 2 = (1.4.10)1+M3 B I 1+M'2B .

where (, ,2, and 0 3' denote the fluxes in an infinite system.

These results are then substituted into Equations (1.4.4) and (1.4.5) to obtain:

2_I X x/ 1
- vI+M3 B1 (1

This equation is solved by multiplying through by the factors involving B,' and then eliminating

terms of order B, and B6, yielding:

A (I + M2B,2) _ + (1.4.12)

or

2~ koo/A-1
Bl kM2_AI/- (1.4.13)

where 1he following definitions have been made.

M2 -M? +M2 +M3 (1.4.14)

k. (v+fl+ Vf 2  /, + V f33'() (1.4.15)

Am. (VEf I (M22 + M32 Y- + 2 fM3 /,)(..6

Equation (1.4.13) is an approximate expression for the buckling, whereas Equation (1.4.5) is
exact.
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Equations (1.4.7) and (1.4.13) together form the basis for the one-group model. The next step in
the derivation is to discretize these equations in the spatial dimension. In order to limit the
number of nodes to a practical value, a coarse-mesh approach is adopted with dimensions
roughly 15.24 cm. (6 in.) on each edge. A definition of the model used to describe the core
geometry is contained in Section 1.3.3.

The first step is to integrate Equation (1.4.7) over a single node:

1 te d AV3d rV e D lV (r) + B2 fd3 ro4(r) = 0. (1.4.17)
AVD, ~v -A

where ithe subscript referencing the fast group has been eliminated and replaced with a subscript
"i" denoting the node under consideration. Making use of Gauss' Theorem:

1D idSoDiV(rs)+B,2-4=0. (1.4.18)

A VD,

where the "bar" over the flux (F) indicates an average over the node.

Discretization

In one dimension, a piecewise linear flux expansion is made:

O(x)= I + (x - xi) (I+ )i 5 x x x, + Ax/2 (1.4.19)
Ax! 2

(X- x)( - ) x, - Ax/2 < x < x, (1.4.20)
Ax/2 (,-O

where the surface fluxes are discontinuous:

f+i + Is= fi+I1lsl+1 fig Qi = f_+ 0.l'si I
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I

xSix +-
XjOsi~l

Figure 1-12. Piecewvise-Linear Flux Variation

Substituting the piece-wise linear flux expansion into the nodal equation and integrating:

W~ - 0) (0- )lB2 Ax
- [ " + " i [ (0,+ O) + (O- )- 0 (1.4.21)
Ax Ax/2 Ax/2 AxI( 4 (

The surface fluxes are eliminated from these equations by requiring continuous current at the
nodal interfaces:

JS, D, ax | +-12 Di, 1 r (1.4.22)

The derivatives are approximated by finite differences.

-Di (__i_ - -Di+, (i+^ - Vt (1.4.23)
AxI2 -AX"I,

Solving for the surface fluxes:

I+ = Djq3 + Di,Q1q+1  - Djo4 + Di-1oi- (1.4.24)

Di + Di+, f Di + Di-, +i
i++ I A,

Then the nodal equation can be written:

E hiD ( -;., - ij + = 0 (1.4.25)

where the average nodal flux is defined as

8 E Di
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where the subscript j refers to any one of the six face-adjacent nodes and hij is the distance
between nodes i and j.

The nodal coupling parameter, Dij, is defined as:

Dj -D +2DD - i > j
(1.4.26)

_ 2DDj < j

DJfj- +Djf+

and gij is defined as:

4'ij-+ i< ]

f-fi i>j

Boundary Conditions

The boundary conditions at the core/reflector interface are of the "mixed" type:

D VF (ru) + IFF (re) = 0, s Ecore boundary (1.4.27)

Finite differencing the gradient of the flux and solving for r:

r rVF _Dr _or___r

,F -Or (r/2) (1.4.28)

- Dr r(A 2) <O

Arbitrarily setting r, to zero and solving for the reflector diffusion coefficient:

Dj = 2 (1.4.29)
2

The value of F used in this model is synthesized from the reflector cross sections. A single set of
reflector cross sections which vary linearly with the relative water density of the top fuel node
may be provided.

1.4.2 Void and Exposure Effects

The nuclear parameters M2, DI, kmo, and Aoo are obtained from the detailed X-Y physics
calculations described in Section 1.2 and performed for lattice cells (fuel types) normally
consisting of one fuel bundle and its surrounding water. These multi-group calculations produce
three-group cross sections homogenized over the lattice cell. The data are represented by
polynomial fits and by Lagrangian interpolation of tabulated values for each fuel type.
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In the solution of the coarse mesh nodal approximation of the one-group diffusion theory model,
void, exposure, and fuel type conditions of a node in three-dimensional space are used in the fits
and tables to interpret nuclear properties for that node. In this way, void feedback, burnup
effects, and heterogeneous fuel loading are taken into account.

Void dependence is represented by the ratio of cell average water density relative to saturated
water density used in the lattice cell calculation. This ratio is given by:

P =1+ -1 [Fa,+(1-F)a0 ] (1.4.30)

where
p = cell average water density;

pf and pg = saturated liquid and vapor water density, respectively;

F = volume fraction of water inside the channel (exclusive of water rods) relative to
total water for the cell;

ai = in-channel void fraction; and

"lo = out-of-channel void fraction.

The parameter U is used to represent relative: moderator density for the cell:

U= P (1.4.31)
Pf

Every node in three-dimensional space has a value of U at a given operating point during burnup
of the core; therefore, U is an instantaneous relative moderator density. By averaging U with
respect to exposure of the node E, history-dependent relative moderator density is defined as:

J UdE
UH = . (1.4.32)

JdE

Spatial isotopic concentrations in the cell are dependent upon the neutron spectrum during
burnup, which is expressed as a function of UH. The spectrum at any point in exposure is
expressed as a function of U.

Void distribution in the core is determined by the thermal-hydraulics model (described in
Section 1.5) according to power and flow distributions and core average pressure. Exposure is
accumulated during plant simulation by knowing power and fuel weight distributions and the
time of operation (or core average accumulated exposure). Local U, UH, and E conditions
determine nuclear properties of a node according to correlations of the lattice cell physics
calculations. For each fuel type, k. is dependent upon U, UH, and E, while M2, DI, and A., are
expressed in terms of U only.
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1.4.3 Control Rod Effects

The detailed lattice cell calculations described in Section 1.2 are performed with the control rod
in or out. Therefore, nuclear parameters are obtained for each fuel type at several void and
exposure conditions, controlled and uncontrolled. In the three-dimensional diffusion theory
solution, the control rod configuration is accounted for by using controlled or uncontrolled data
for each node. If a control rod is only partially inserted into a node, linear averaged nuclear data
are used. For each fuel type, k.., DI, and M2 are control dependent. A., which is a small
correction to the migration area for fast and resonance fission is not strongly dependent on the
presence of a control blade and therefore uncontrolled data are used.

During plant simulation, control rod maneuvering affects the static power distribution and,
therefore, void distribution and exposure accumulation.

1.4.4 Doppler Effects

Fuel temperature (T) affects resonance absorption in uranium and plutonium (the Doppler
effect). This is accounted for by making a Doppler reactivity correction of k. at each node in the
form:

kc.(T)= kc(T.)[ + k (T)] (1.4.33)

where To represents base fuel temperature, and

Ak (T) = CT [a -X . (1.4.34)

The Doppler coefficient CT is dependent upon control and U for each fuel type. It is determined
by lattice cell physics calculations performed parametrically as a function of fuel temperature.

The effective fuel temperature (T) is represented as a quadratic function of the nodal power for
each fuel type.

T (PN) ao + a, PN + a2 PN2, oK

where

l'N = Pijk * PDC/Pbase

P)ijk = Relative nodal power

PDC = Core Power Density

1 base = base (reference) power density

This relationship is obtained by detailed heat conduction solutions using appropriate thermal
conductivity and fuel rod diameter. Knowing the power and void distributions, Equation
(1.4.34) gives Doppler reactivity for each node.
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1.4.5 Xenon Effects

Xenon is a fission product which acts as a strong absorber of thermal neutrons. It is produced
directly from fission and indirectly by decay of iodine. The xenon poisoning effect is accounted
for by making a xenon reactivity correction to kao at each node in the form:

k (N.,,)=k (N.=0)[l+ k (N.)] (1.4.35)

where Nx represents xenon concentration. Xenon reactivity is expressed by:

k (N.)=C. N-. (1.4.36)
k xNr

where Nr represents xenon concentration at rated power density. The xenon coefficient Cx is
evaluated at rated power density and represented as a function of exposure, control state, and
water density for each fuel type.

Neglecting absorption in iodine, the static (equilibrium) xenon concentration may be expressed
by:

(r. + r1) fN,, = ( +)(1.4.37)
A. + Exit

where
y = fission yield;

i= iodine;

f = fission rate;

X = decay constant;

a = microscopic absorption cross section; and

ft= thermal flux.

Therefore,

N. = f (g+1) (1.4.38)

N~frr + A~

where r represents conditions at rated power density, and

g=X (1.4.39)
oCxX
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Letting p be nodal power density relative to rated, and assuming

p =1 fr =o (1.4.40)

leads to

Ak (g+l) (1.4.41)

The parameter g is evaluated at one power condition for each fuel type. Knowing power and
exposure distributions, Equation (1.4.36) gives xenon reactivity for each node.

1.4.6 Conversion of Flux to Power

Solution of the one-group diffusion theory model (Equation (1.4.9)), using nodal-dependent
values for the nuclear parameters kc, M2, DI, and A., yields the neutron flux Hi at each node.
Neutron flux must be converted to fission power to determine how much heat is being produced
to evaluate thermal-hydraulic feedback effects such as flow, void, and fuel temperature. The
equation for power is made consistent with the one-group model in the following derivation.

The power at each node "i" in the core is determined by integrating the fission density over the
nodal volume:

Pi= KIEVJd'r e E fg, g. (r) (1.4.42)

=2 -fg, #g' (1.4.43)
g

where Ifg is the macro fission cross section and ej is a conversion factor relating fissions to

energy. In this model, e, is assumed to be constant throughout the core and arbitrarily set to 1.
The power is normalized such that the average nodal power is 1.

The epi-thermal flux is estimated from the infinite lattice flux ratio:

0_2 = -7 = Ys1

) <1 2

The thermal flux estimation starts with the thermal group equation:

-V * D3VCD3 (6) + 130 3 (6) = 1st 202 (° (1.4.44)

Integrating over the volume of the node:

I ||| VJ3dV + V ||| E3CD3dV= Vf Jjf '2D 2dV (1.4.45)

Transfirming to a surface integral using Gauss's Theorem:
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I jfJ 3.*ndA + £3 133 = st2 2 (1.4.46)
S

The surface integral term is simply a sum of the surface currents times surface areas:

_ n2 o(1.4.47)

- Zflfn
(1 3 =__ ___3_

3 = 3 @2_ 11(1.4.48)

(Di (D2 (Di V1301

where 'Si is the surface area of node face "n".

The thermal flux estimate is simplified to:

gr E Jnsn
3 3 En

<D, (D-l VE3ZD_

(1.4.49)

The surface currents can be approximated from one-dimensional analytical solutions.

The thermal diffusion equations for this node and an adjacent node are:

V*D 3 V(4 3 @ -ZE34D 3 (r)+1se2 4D2 (r) =O x<O (1.4.50)

V*D 3nV(D3n (?)- 3n4)3n ()+Yse 2n4) 2n(r) = ° X> O

where the subscript "n" denotes the adjacent node corresponding to face "n".

Assuming uniform slowing down sources the equations may be expressed as:

3 2 33'\JD3 dX 2? _ I 303 (X) + 5 = ° X< O

(1.4.51)

D3 n dd2D3n - £ 3ncD 3 n (X) + Sn = ° x>O

where the source terms are defined as:

S = Isl2i'2 S. = Y s12n 2n (1.4.52)

The boundary conditions can be expressed as:

-3( ) (3 = 3n(+t0) = n Y-sZ (1.4.53)-3 s122 EIn U
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Figure 1-13. Thermal Flux Variation Within and Between Nodes

The interface conditions can be expressed as:

-D3 dx3 | = _D3 dx | continuous current-D3  o d= x=o (1.4.54)

f3¢ 3(x = 0) = f 3 ,1 (x =0) discontinuous flux

Dropping the subscript "3", the general solul ions are:

4)(x) = Ae-Kx + Be+Kx +_ X<O
S. (1.4.55)

(Dn (x) = Ane- + B. e+KX + SI x> O
In

where "kappa" is defined as the inverse migration area:

K2= 1 = c -M2 =I =--- (1.4.56)

The interface currents are expressed as:

J, =-D d- I = DK(A-B) (1.4.57)

Applying the boundary and interface conditions the "B" coefficient is found and the thermal
interface currents are:
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f±S-fT n
Js =--DB = (1.4.58)

icD icnDn

These interface currents are used to calculate the thermal flux estimate of Equation (1.4.49)
which is needed in the nodal power calculation, Equation (1.4.42).

1.4.7 Isotopic Tracking

Isotopic tracking is performed by expressing total uranium, U235, total plutonium, and fissile
plutonium weight fractions relative to total heavy metal as functions of exposure E, history-
dependent relative moderator density UH, and relative power density p for each fuel type.
Knowing E, UH, and p at each node, these four isotopic weight fractions may be evaluated.

To provide accurate representation of isotopic concentrations, the functional dependence is
derived from physical principles. For example, one of the parameters for the total plutonium
weight fraction is the integral over exposure of one minus the resonance escape probability.
First-order expressions are obtained, with parameters determined from detailed lattice cell
physics calculations.

1.4.8 In-Core Instrumentation Calculation

The BWR incorporates in-core nuclear instrumentation to measure operating power
distributions. These monitors are located in the bypass flow gap at the corners of selected four
bundle cells. The monitor reading is influenced by each of these surrounding bundles. The
BWR Simulator calculates predicted in-core readings for either gamma or thermal neutron
instrumentation which can be compared with measured in-core data to qualify the accuracy of
the analytical model. Also, the calculated in-core results can be used to predict monitor response
during actual BWR operation. The models described in this section are fuel type dependent.

The detector response at axial node k in a given detector string is an average response based on
estimates from the four surrounding nodes:

Rk = Pijk DRk + Pi+jik DRiP+,jk + P1 +,lk Dlt,+,k + P-,'j+,k DRA+oj+,k (1.4.59)

4

where ]P~ik is the relative nodal power and DRiAk is the nodal detector response. The nodal
detector response is dependent on fuel type, exposure, voids, void history, control fraction and
detector type (gamma or thermal).

1.4.9 Power-Void Iteration

For a given control rod pattern and exposure distribution, material buckling B2 depends upon the
thermal-hydraulic feedback effects of moderator density, fuel temperature and possible crud
deposition. Equilibrium xenon distribution is another feedback mechanism. If B2 is known (or
assumed known) at every node, solution of the one-group diffusion theory model (Equation
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(1.4.7)) yields the flux distribution. This solution involves inner iterations to determine the
fundamental mode flux and effective multiplication constant k.

Once the flux distribution is determined, fission power distribution is given by Equation (1.4.42).
The power distribution affects thermal-hydraulics in the reactor. In particular, fission power
determines fuel temperature and heat flux to the moderator. Fuel temperature establishes the
amount of Doppler feedback in accordance with Equation (1.4.34). Heat flux affects the amount
of boiling in the channel, which determines moderator density feedback and channel pressure
drop. ]Flow into each channel must be distributed to balance the pressure drop across all
channels because the lower plenum to upper plenum pressure drop is constant. Equilibrium
xenon feedback is expressed in terms of relative power distribution by Equation (1.4.41).

The resulting feedback effects may not be the same as originally assumed in the determination of
material buckling B2 . In this case, flux must be reevaluated to represent the new B2 distribution.
This defines an outer loop iteration, which must be continued until the fission power distribution
is in equilibrium with the distribution of feedback effects (power-void iteration). The iteration is
represented schematically in Figure 1-14.

After power is calculated and before performing additional flux iterations (if required), a neutron
balance calculation is performed to improve the estimate of effective multiplication constant k.
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Figure 1-14. Power-Void Iteration Flow Chart
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1.4.10 Core Geometry for Nuclear Model

The core is described in X-Y-Z geometry with the restriction that there is equal mesh spacing in
the X-Y directions. The X, Y, Z mesh is indicated by i, j, k nomenclature, respectively (Figure
1-15 and Figure 1-16). In a horizontal plane, each fuel assembly or flow channel is described by
one mesh point at the center. Mesh point (1,1,k) is in the upper left corner of horizontal plane, k.
Vertically, the first point (k=1) is (AZ/2) away from the bottom, and the last point (k=KMAX) is
(AZ/2) from the top. In addition to full core representation, quarter-core and half-core options
are available with either mirror or rotational symmetry conditions (Figure 1-16).

MESH
NODE

REFLECTOR INTERFACE

k = KMAX

k=2

k=1

REFLECTOR INTERFACE

Figure 1-15. Node and Mesh Arrangement for a Given Channel
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Figure 1-16. BWR Symmetry Options
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1.4.10.1 Channel Types

Different fuel assembly characteristics are provided by making the appropriate quantities
channel-type-dependent. All mesh points in a vertical line have the same channel type
characteristics (Figure 1-17).

The thermal-hydraulic and geometric properties of a fuel assembly are channel-type-dependent.
Different channel types are channels with different flow properties, axial Gd distribution,
channel thickness, fuel rod diameter, flow area, etc. A typical plant might have three channel
types far the initial loading with different axial Gd distributions. Subsequent core loadings could
have more channel types. The program presently is dimensioned for a maximum of 20 channel
types.

6 1 -CHANNEL TYPES

3 2~'
-

2
1 _'�< I I

U-KL

1 1

4

2

5

6
3

3

2

3

Figure 1-17. Channel and Fuel Types

1.4.10.2 Fuel Types

Different fuel characteristics are provided by definition of a fuel type, it, which may vary axially
within each channel type. This two-dimensional array defines the fuel type present at axial node
k in channel type it. Thus, all channels of type it have the same axial fuel characteristics (Figure
1-17).

The nuclear properties within individual planes of a fuel assembly vary with fuel type. Different
fuel types typically are defined for varying initial enrichments, gadolinia poison rods, etc.
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1.4.10.3 Orifice Types

Any of three different orifice types can be associated with the location (ij). The channel flow
and bypass flow correlation coefficients are a function of orifice type. The orifice type is set
and, even though the fuel at (ij) is moved to (i'j'), the orifice type remains at (ij). This allows
an analysis of both a fixed grid plate orificing arrangement and channels in which the orificing is
built into the nose piece of the fuel assembly, since orifice loss coefficients can also be assigned
to the channel itself.

1.4.10.4 Control Rod Positions

A control rod may be associated with each channel in the core. The control rod for point (ij,k) is
located in the lower right corner of the channel at (ij) (Figure 1-18).

1.4.10.5 In-Core Monitor Positions

Similar to the control rod definition, the in-core monitor locations are assigned to the lower right
of a mesh point (Figure 1-18). The location of the monitors is only needed for an edit of
simulated instrument response.

CONTROL ROD

IN-CORE
MONITOR

CONTROL RODS ASSOCIATED W TH POINTS (3,3), (5,3), (3,5), (5,5)
IN-CORE MONITOR ASSOCIATED WITH POINT (4,4)

Figure 1-18. Control Rod and Monitor Positions
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1.5 THERMAL-HYDRAULICS MODEL

Power-void feedback of a BWR core makes the thermal-hydraulic representation of considerable
importance to the nuclear calculation. Nuclear parameters and, therefore, the power distribution
are sensitive to local steam void content.

Formulas from the 1967 ASME Steam Tables are used to evaluate coolant properties as a
function of reactor core pressure and inlet enthalpy. All thermal-hydraulic variables are assumed
to vary linearly between nodes, where the nodal representation is the same as that for the neutron
flux (Figure 1-15 in Section 1.4.10); therefore, the thermal-hydraulic model is consistent with the
difference equations used for solution of the nuclear model.

In the ]3WR, the nominal total core flow is obtained from external sources for use in the 3D
simulator. The typical sources for the total core flow is the plant instrumentation or external
analytical analysis. For the ESBWR core design, the nominal core flow is obtained through the
use of the TRACG model1 '21. The flow distribution for the characteristic parallel channels is
determined by balancing core pressure drop. Characteristic channels are determined by
combinations of total channel power, axial power shape, inlet orifice design, channel geometry
(e.g., number of fuel rods, spacer design, lower and upper tie plate design), and buildup of crud
on the fuel rods. The flow into individual channels is obtained by interpolation among
characteristic channels of the same geometry and orifice type as a function of radial and axial
power factors and crud thickness.

The axial enthalpy and quality distribution is determined for each channel by a nodal energy
balance which considers fuel rod heat flux to the coolant, neutron moderation and gamma
heating in the coolant and in the flow channel wall, heat transfer through the channel wall to the
bypass region, and y, (ny), and (nt) heating in control blades. The void distribution is given by
a void-quality correlation which provides a physically based representation of sub-cooled and
bulk boiling through a few empirical constants which describe the local flow structure. Part
length fuel rods are treated in the same manner as in the steady state thermal hydraulics
evaluation model.

Flow-power-void iteration is required to reach an equilibrium condition (Figure 1-14). Once this
is obtained, the thermal-hydraulics model enables evaluation of the margin relative to thermal
limits.

1.5.1 Flow Distribution

The purpose of the flow distribution calculation is to determine the distribution of total core inlet
flow into individual channels, such that the pressure drop across each channel is the same. This
pressure drop is given by a combination of friction, elevation, acceleration, and local losses,
which are influenced by coolant density, orificing, lower and upper tie plate design, spacer
design, fuel bundle geometry, and crud thickness. Coolant density is determined by pressure,
inlet subcooling, and the distribution of steam voids, which is affected by the total power
generated in the fuel rods within the channels and by the axial power distribution.

Because current BWR designs have a large number of fuel channels (up to 1280), the following
steps are used to reduce the computational effort for determining flow distribution:

(1) Define a limited number of characteristic channels.
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(2) Obtain the flow in each characteristic channel by balancing channel pressure drops
while preserving total core flow.

(3) Calculate the flow in each individual channel of the reactor based upon the variation of
that channel relative to the characteristic channels.

Characteristic channels are defined by combinations of the parameters primarily affecting
pressure drop;

(1) total channel power;

(2) axial power shape;

(3) crud deposit thickness;

(4') orifice size; and

(5') channel geometry.

The following major assumptions are used to efficiently compute pressure drop and flow for the
characteristic channels:

(1) Bypass (leakage) flow (Subsection 1.5.4) is given.

(2) [[

Figure 1-19 is a schematic of characteristic channel nodalization depicting the active fuel section
(which contains heated fuel rods), the unheated section with rods, and the unheated section
without rods. Pressure drop for a characteristic channel is determined by summing the following
components:

(1) local loss pressure drop through the orifice;

(2) acceleration pressure drop due to the area change from the inlet area to the rodded
bundle area;

(3) friction pressure drop in the heated section;

(4) elevation pressure drop in the heated section;
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(5) acceleration pressure drop due to the density change in the heated section;

(6) local loss pressure drop through the heated section;

(7) acceleration pressure drop due to the area change from the rodded bundle area to the
outlet area;

(8) friction pressure drop in the unheated rodded section; and

(9) elevation pressure drop in the unheated section.

Summarizing, characteristic channel pressure drop is given by:

APt, APfi + Pele+ PI. (1.5.1)

The friction pressure drop is calculated from the Darcy-Weisbach expression:

A_>= L ) f#2F (1.5.2)

where
L = length of the flow passage

A = flow area

DH = hydraulic diameter

pa = average liquid density over L (in two-phase flow, pa is saturated liquid density).

W = mass flow rate for the characteristic channel

f = single-phase friction factor

2 = two phase friction multiplier

The single-phase friction factor is calculated from:

[[ ]](1.5.3)

where a, b and c are correlation coefficients, NRe is Reynold's number evaluated at saturation
properties, and £ is the surface roughness.
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FC
Figure 1-19. Schematic of Characteristic Channel Nodalization
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The two-phase friction multiplier is based upon a modified Chisholm model:

1](1.5.4)

where

X is flow quality

]]

TPFMIN... TPFM6N = two phase friction multiplier constants

and

pf = average liquid density over L (in two-phase flow, pf is saturated liquid density).

f= single-phase friction factor

The second term in Equation (1.5.1), elevation pressure drop, is calculated from

Apele =AZ (1.5.5)

where AZ is the distance over which the elevation pressure drop is calculated and p is average
density over the distance AZ. In the subcooled portion of the bundle, average density is:

TP (PZ +PZAZ )
2 (1.5.6)

In the two-phase portion of the bundle, average density is:

=1y),pf + ag (1.5.7)

where

a¶ I (aZ +az+az )
2

(1.5.8)

and a is the void fraction and pf and Pg are saturated liquid and vapor densities.

The third pressure drop term in Equation (1.5.1) is the irreversible pressure drop due to local
flow disturbances such as fuel rod spacers or area changes in the flow path. The formulation
used is:
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( = r 2  (1.5.9)
YAK) g& p,

where
K = loss coefficient;

AK= area associated with the loss coefficient (not necessarily equal to the flow area);
pt = liquid density at the restriction (in subczoled flow, pt is linearly interpolated to

the elevation of the flow restriction; in two-phase flow, Pt is saturated liquid
density); and

2TPF = two phase friction multiplier

The two-phase local loss multiplier used is the homogeneous multiplier:

ATPL - 1 + 0_-1JX
P9

(1.5.10)

where X is a function of the two phase friction multipliers

The final pressure drop component in Equation (1.5.1) results from acceleration. This includes
the reversible pressure difference experienced by a fluid at an area change (the irreversible
component is accounted for with a local loss coefficient) and the pressure difference resulting
from density changes such as steam formation.

The reversible pressure difference resulting from a flow area change is given by:

AP.", 2) 2g- p (1.5.11)

where

A2  final flow area
A, initial flow area

The density p in Equation (1.5.11) is generated differently for single-phase and two-phase flow.
In single-phase flow, p is the fluid density of the subcooled liquid at the elevation of the area
change. In two-phase flow:

2

P = P(1.5.12)
PH

PKE = kinetic energy density, and

PH = homogeneous density.
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The kinetic energy density is defined by:

I =X3 (I _ X)3
+P (1-a)] (1.5.13)

PK~ (pga)2 [pf(I-a4]

and the homogeneous density is given by:
1 X +(1-X)

PH Pg Pf (1.5.14)

The acceleration pressure difference due to a density change is given by:

Apac (= PH H (1.5.15)

where ,PH is the homogeneous water density.

An iterative process is required to determine the flow in each characteristic channel which
results in equal channel pressure drop for all channels while preserving total core flow. The
characteristic channel flow rates are then distributed to individual channels of the same geometry
and orifice type by linear interpolation on total channel power axial power shape, and crud
thickness.

1.5.2 !,nthalpY-Ouality Distribution Calculation

Once the flow into each channel has been determined, an energy balance up the channel is used
to calculate enthalpy at each axial node. (See Figure 1-15 in Section 1.4.10 for axial
nodalization.) Quality is directly related to enthalpy. Similar calculations were required for
each characteristic channel during the determination of flow distribution.

Figure 1-20 illustrates the geometry of a typical flow channel. The nodal energy balance for in-
channel coolant flow accounts for the following components:

(1) energy carried by coolant from the node below;

(2) energy deposited in the coolant by heat flux through the fuel rod cladding;

(3) energy absorbed by the coolant from neutron slowing down and gamma heating;

(4) energy absorbed by the channel wall from neutron slowing down and gamma heating
which is transferred to the coolant by conduction and convection; and

(5) energy transferred by convection and conduction from in-channel coolant to bypass
coolant through the channel wall.
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Figure 1-20. Flow Channel Geometry
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The core inlet enthalpy (subcooling) is a given quantity. Neutron slowing-down and gamma
heating factors are obtained from detailed X-Y physics calculations performed for lattice cells
parametrically as a function of coolant density, control rod position (in or out), and lattice
geometry.

The in-channel coolant energy and mass flows yield enthalpy h at axial level k. Flow quality at
level k is given by:

X =h-h! (1.5.16)
hg -he

where hg is saturated vapor enthalpy and h, is bulk liquid enthalpy. The bulk liquid enthalpy

calculation accounts for subcooled boiling effects and the bulk boiling limit, where h, is simply

the saturated liquid enthalpy hf. Vapor flow (boiling) is indicated whenever X 2 0.

1.5.3 Void Distribution

The void fraction correlation and the subcooling model are described in this section. Using the
general Zuber-Findlay expression for two-phase flow, the void fraction can be expressed as

a=. jg _(1.5.17)
C. * j + VWj

where
CO = distribution parameter

V = drift velocity (Ib/hr/ft2)

j = volumetric flux of mixture

jg = volumetric flux of vapor

The distribution parameter is correlated for low and high void fraction regions. The form of C.
is
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Table 1-7. Correlating Functions For Distribution Parameter, CO
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Table 1-8. Correlating Functions For Drift Velocity, Vj

[1

II
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In the subcooled boiling region, the void fraction is correlated so as to vary the distribution

parameter between zero at the incipience of significant void hezo and Equation (1.5.18) for

saturated liquid conditions. To account for subcooled boiling, the form of the distribution
parameter is modified as follows:

[[ ]1(1.5.18)

The Saha-Zuber subcooled boiling model is used to predict the incipience of significant void.
Table 1-9 gives the expressions for O(h1 ), ht Z,, he, and the Saha-Zuber criterion.
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Table 1-9. Subcooled Boiling Correlating Functions

]]
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Table 1-10. Void Fraction Correlating Functions

[[

11
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Table 1-11. Void Fraction Correlating Functions (Continued)

]]
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implies that for each region the solution is given by

-B- B2 -4AC
2 = (1.5.19)
2A

The void fraction given by Equation (1.5.19), depends upon the choice of coefficients K1, K2, K3
and K4. Since these coefficients vary with void fraction, an iterative technique is employed in
determining the void fraction.

1.5.4 B3vpass Region Calculation

Thermal-hydraulics effects in the bypass flow region are modeled in a manner similar to the in-
channel flow region. The following assumptions are used:

(1) Coolant mixes uniformly in the bypass region; therefore, only one bypass flow region
is considered. That is, the gaps between all fuel bundles (Figure 1-20) are lumped
together to form one uniform flow region.

(2) Inlet flow and enthalpy to the bypass region are given.

(3) The average control rod fraction at level k is used to determine the bypass flow area
and heating resulting from y, (ny), and (not) reactions in the control rods.

(4) The temperature of water in the vessel annulus (downcomer) region is equal to the
core inlet temperature.

As for in-channel coolant flow, a nodal energy balance is performed for the bypass coolant. The
following components are considered:

(1) energy carried by coolant from the node below;

(2) energy absorbed by the coolant from neutron slowing down and gamma heating;

(3) energy absorbed by the channel wall from neutron slowing down and gamma heating
which is transferred to the coolant by conduction and convection;

(4) energy transferred by convection and conduction from in-channel coolant to bypass
coolant through the channel wall;

(5) energy absorbed by control rods fi-om y, (ny), and (na) reactions which is transferred
to the coolant by conduction and convection; and

(6) energy transferred by convection and conduction from bypass coolant to water in the
vessel annulus through the core shroud.

The energy contribution from heat generation in the core shroud and upper and lower core
structures is ignored. This is compensated by neglecting energy losses due to neutron and
gamma, leakage from the core.
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Once energy to the bypass coolant is determined, axial enthalpy, flow quality, and void
distributions are calculated following the same procedure used for in-channel flow.
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1.5.5 rotal Core Energy Balance

When performing a BWR simulation, the total core power level is given. It is necessary to
insure that the power absorbed by in-channel, coolant and bypass coolant sums to the given total
core power level.

Specifically, the neutron and gamma direct heating components of the nodal energy balances are
expressed in terms of fuel rod heat flux through the cladding for each channel. For example,
energy absorbed by the channel wall from neutron slowing down and gamma heating is given by
the ratio of direct heating in the channel wall relative to cladding heat flux. Therefore, each
direct heating component of the nodal energy balance is written as the product of cladding heat
flux times the appropriate direct heating ratio. The cladding heat flux (more than 95% of the
total core power) becomes a parameter which may be adjusted until the power deposited into the
coolant equals the given total core power level. This adjustment is performed during the outer
loop of-the power-void iteration (Figure 1-14).

The power deposited into the coolant is found by adding in-channel and bypass portions:

PC[ (*e-hi)W ] + (heb-he )Wb (1.5.20)

where n represents each flow channel, b represents the bypass region, hi and he are inlet and exit
enthalpy, respectively. The average cladding heat flux at node (ij,k) is:

QQJlk Pit t PCF, (1.5.21)

Pijk = power distribution (normalized to 1.0)

FQ= fraction of total power per channel which is transmitted by
convection from fuel rod cladding to in-channel coolant

S; = cladding heat transfer surface area for the channel at (ij)

FQ is the parameter that is adjusted each power-void iteration until Pc is equal to the given total
core power level.

1.5.6 Thermal Limits Calculation

Once the power-void iteration is converged, the nodal power distribution is in equilibrium with
the distribution of feedback effects (moderator density, fuel temperature, xenon poisoning, and
crud deposition). Detailed core performance characteristics may then be determined. Three
important characteristics with respect to thermal performance limits are: (1) peak cladding heat
flux; (2) maximum and average fuel rod linear heat generation rate; and (3) critical power ratio.
The third quantity (CPR) expresses margin relative to boiling transition.

The nuclear model determines average power for each (ij,k) node by Equation (1.4.42). For
thermal limits evaluation, it is necessary to calculate the peak power within the node (i.e., the
maximum fuel rod power within the bundle represented by the node).
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The local peaking PIm in a rod (l,m) is

Pi. = Pilm 3(XIYm)1ID 3  (1.5.22)

where P1m is the infinite lattice local peaking factor, ID3 (xi, Y.) is the thermal flux at the position

of rod (l,m) and CT)3 is the average thermal flux. The thermal flux is calculated as a
superposition of the partial fluxes in the two dimensions considered in the lattice physics
solution:

D3 (xy) = D'Ce-xlM3 +t D- ex'M3 +CD.+e-Y/M3 +I3DeYIM3 + cross -terms (1.5.23)

1]]
These reconstructed pin powers are then used to obtain the maximum rod peaking in a node.

From the three group flux estimates, the power of each node can be calculated explicitly. The
exact expression for the nodal power is given in Eq (1.5.24):

Pi = i £fg, XV (1.5.24)
g

where ei is the conversion factor relating fissions to energy from the lattice physics calculation
for the node, Efgj is the nodal fission cross section and 4g is the node averaged flux in group g

Peak cladding heat flux at node (ij,k) is:

QJ.. = (PmO) ,j k (1.5.25)

where Pim represents local peaking factor. The maximum and average fuel rod linear heat
generation rates are:

LHGg,,Jk = Qi,j,k O, (1.5.26)

and

LHGRi,j,k = QQk Os., (1.5.27)

where Oij is the heated perimeter per fuel rod for the channel at (ij). It is assumed that each fuel
rod in the bundle has the same 0. Note that LHGR given by Equation (1.5.26) is normally
referred to as average planar linear hear generation rate (APLHGR).
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The GE Thermal Analysis Basis (GETAB)[5] is used to identify thermal margin relative to
boiling transition. The GEXL correlation predicts bundle average critical quality Xc by the
general form:

Xc = Xc (LB, LA, DQ, G, L,P,R) (1.5.28)

where
LB= boiling length

LA= annular flow length

D Q= thermal diameter [i.e., 4A/(total rodded perimeter)];

G = (W/A) = mass flux;

L = heated length;

P = system pressure; and

R = a parameter which characterizes the local peaking pattern within the bundle, lattice dimensions, and
spacer configuration.

For each channel type, R is dependent upon channel average exposure and control configuration.
Local peaking pattern data for R are obtained from the detailed lattice physics calculations.
Critical power ratio (CPR) is defined as the ratio of bundle power which would yield Xc (boiling
transition) relative to existing bundle power. As used here, the term bundle power is the total
power absorbed by in-channel coolant for a particular channel.
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1.6 THREE-DIMENSIONAL SIMULATOR MODEL QUALIFICATION

1.6.1 Introduction

The BWR Simulator model in this report has been qualified against data obtained from
numerical benchmarks and operating Boiling Water Reactors. The qualification studies consist
of: (1) simulation comparisons to fine mesh 33D diffusion models; (2) simulation and tracking of
nine operating cycles on three plants; and (3) cold critical measurements taken during seven
cycles at two plants.

1.6.2 Fine Mesh Diffusion Comparison

The core simulator code was benchmarked against DIF3D, a fine mesh, 3 energy group diffusion
theory code from Argonne National Laboratory. For the comparisons, both codes used the same
set of cross sections from TGBLA06. The purpose of the comparison is to validate the coarse
mesh diffusion theory of PANAC 11 with an alternate calculation. This isolates the neutronics
solution methods, rendering it separable from thermal-hydraulics and lattice physics
considerations. The fine mesh code was run on the same spatial grid as the lattice physics code,
with each fuel pin cell being a node in the 31) code. This comparison technique allows not only
the eigenvalue and power distribution to be validated, but also serves as qualification of the pin
power reconstruction model developed for PANACI 1.

Figure 1-21 is a comparison of the core effective eigenvalue difference between that calculated
by PAN4ACi 1 and the benchmark code DIF3D. There are 23 separate core configurations shown
in these benchmark tests covering various loading patterns, exposure distributions and void
distributions. The cases are denoted by a key letter which can be found in Table 1-12, a cycle
number, the cycle exposure state (BOC=beginning of cycle, MOC=middle of cycle, EOC=end of
cycle) and the core average void fraction. As can be seen from the figure, PANAC 11 is in very
good agreement with the benchmark code for eigenvalue calculation [[

]] indicating that the PANAC 1I
neutronics solution is accurately reproducing the fine mesh 3D benchmark solution.
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Figure 1-21. Quariter Core Hot Benchmarks:
Eigenvalue difference between DIF3D and PANACEA

]]

Table 1-12. Plant Description for DIF3D Benchmark Study

Plant Key BWR Type Lattice Type No. of Bundles
A ABWR N 872
B BWR/4 C 764
C BWR/6 S 800
D BWR/4 D 560
E ABWR N 872
F BWR/4 D 240
G BWR/4 C 764
H BWR/5 C 764

The power calculation of PANAC 1 is also compared to the fine mesh, 3 energy group diffusion
theory code DIF3D. The spatial mesh for the DIF3D is the same as for the lattice code,
TGBLA06. The results are shown in Figure 1-22 and Figure 1-23 below. Figure 1-22 is a plot
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of the RMS nodal power differences between the core simulator and the benchmark and Figure
1-23 is a plot of the Peak-to-Peak nodal power differences. Once again, cases are identified by
plant key, cycle number and by void fraction. [[
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Figure 1-22. Quarter Core Hot Benchmarks:
Nodal Power RMS Difference Between DIF3D and PANACEA

]]

Figure 1-23. Quarter Core Hot Benchmarks:
Nodal Peak to Peak Power Differences Between DIF3D and PANACEA
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1.6.3 Gamma Scan Comparisons

Traversing in-core probe (TIP) signals are used, together with the core monitoring system, to
monitor the three-dimensional power distribution in the reactor during operation. The TIP
signals provide a good picture of the axial power distribution but do not provide a detailed
measured bundle by bundle power distribution because there is only one TIP location for every
16 bundles. An alternate method for estimating the reactor power distribution just prior to a
reactor shutdown independent of the core simulator can be obtained by the procedure known as
gamma scanning. The gamma scan technique consists of removing the fuel bundles from the
reactor core and measuring the gamma ray intensity as a function of axial position in the bundle.
The gamma ray measured is the 1.596 MeV gamma ray which is produced by the decay of
Lanthanum-140 (La'40).

The La~40 comes from the beta decay of BalAO, a fission product with a half-life of 12.79 days.
The La 140 has a half life of 1.68 days which provides an active mono-energetic gamma source
which can be readily measured. Measurement of the La140 activity and correction for the Ba140

decay yields a relative Ba140 concentration as a function of position in the core just prior to
shutdown. The Ba 140 distribution, in turn, closely follows the actual power distribution.

Global gamma scan measurements have been performed at the end of Cycles 1 and 3 of Hatch 1.
In each of the cases, roughly one-eighth of the bundles in the octant symmetric core were
scanned. The relative concentration of Bal4 c has been calculated by the 3D simulator using plant
tracking calculations similar to the calculations shown in Section 1.6.4, using the power
distributions calculated near the end of cycle coupled with the Ba140 decay equations. [[

]]. These are excellent results and are perhaps better than nominal expectations.

The procedure used to evaluate the comparisons is as follows:

1. Evaluate of all lattice designs with lattice physics (TGBLA)

2. Exposure tracking to the end of cycle of interest using the core simulator
(PANACEA)

3. Calculate estimated nodal relative Ba140 predictions using the power and
exposure distributions from approximately the last sixty days of operation.

4. Correct the experimental nodal La140 (Ba140 ) predictions for decay between
shutdown and measurement.

5. Statistically compare the experimental and predicted Ba predictions.

The final step involves the following operations: (a) Read the nodal gamma scan data and
simulator predictions; (b) Interpolate the gamma scan data if information is not available for
every axial node; (c) Normalize the gamma scan data and simulator predictions given the portion
of the core which was scanned; (d) Perform statistical comparisons between the data sets.

For all tables below, if gi denotes the gamma scan data and pi denotes the simulator prediction,
"SIGMA" denotes the following relationship.

d, = p, - g,
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I N

D-N dj=

SIGAM = a =: I 1 (d= - F)2

Table 1-13. Hatch 1 Gamma Scan Comparisons

Cycle Number Bundle Nodal

SIGMA SIGMA

1 1

3 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _I

For additional information, the PANAC 1I bundle gamma scan comparisons for the primary
quadrant analyzed in cycles 1 and 3 are presented in Figure 1-24 and Figure 1-25.
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Figure 1-24. Bundle Gamma Scan Comparison for Cycle 1
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Figure 1-25. Bundle Gamma Scan Comparison for Cycle 3

]]

1.6.4 Plant Tracking Results

In plant tracking calculations, the 3D simulator (using cross sections generated from the lattice
physics model) is used to simulate the behavior of a plant during operation. The reactor power,
flow and pressure are input to the simulator, which then calculates the core keff and power
distributions as a function of cycle exposure. The operating reactor is critical; hence, the
calculated keff is compared to 1.0. Accurate and technically well-founded simulators should
calculate a keff close to 1.0 and the difference between keff and 1.0 should not vary appreciably
from plant to plant or as a function of fuel exposure. Consistency of keff bias ensures that
accurate cycle length estimates will be obtained in future core designs. Occasional, random
deviations due to variations in plant data or to non-equilibrium conditions may occur which are
as large as two or three standard deviations. This is to be expected and should not detract from
the generally good agreement.
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Five plants were studied to evaluate eigenvalue trends during plant operation. The plant
characteristics are identified in Table 1-14. The summary of all cycles studied for the identified
plants can be seen in Figure 1-26. A detailed summary of the plant tracking results for Plant A
Cycle 18 is provided for additional information in Table 1-15. Results available in Table 1-15
include the Core Power, Core Flow, Power Density, Core Average Exit Void Fraction,
Maximum Channel Exit Void Fraction, Thermal Margins, and Hot Critical Eigenvalue as a
function of cycle exposure. These data are taken directly from the core tracking analyses, and
are based solely on calculations performed by the nuclear methods. There is no adaption to the
core monitoring data included in these results.

Figure 1-26 indicates that the simulation of the reactor core is well behaved as a function of plant
type, cycle length, and fuel design type. ff

]]. The consistency of the tracking results is key to the
overall performance of the simulations system.

Table 1-14. Key Core Parameters for Reference Plants

Plant GE BWR Number Original Rated Licensed Licensed Power
Type of Licensed Flow Power Core Flow Density

Bundles Thermal (Flow at Uprate Range at at
Power OLTP) (PU) PU Licensed

(OLTP) % Rated PU
_ _MWt Mlbm/hr % OLTP Flow kW/M

A _ BWR/4 368 1593 49.0 120 99-100 58.7
B BWR/6 748 3579 _ 104.0 105 81-105 56.8
C BWR/4 240 997.2 _ 29.7 110 87-111 51.7
D BWRI4 560 2436 _ 77.0 120 99-105 59.0
E BWRI6 624 2894 _ 84.5 120 99-107 62.9
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11

Figure 1-26 Hot Critical Eiigenvalue for Studied BWR Cycles
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Table 1-15. Exposure Accounting Data for Plant A, Cycle 18

Avg. Max. Hot

Cycle Core Core Power Core Exit Critical
Expo. Power Flow Density Exit Exit MFLCPR MdLPD MAPRAT Eigen-

Void Voidvau
Fract. Fract. value

GWd/ST % OLTP % Rated kW/I
0.02 34.1
0.03 60.8
0.17 77.9
0.21 82.7

0.34 104.2
0.37 48.2
038 83.7
0.41 104.1
0.72 104.0

0.75 55.2
0.78 104.1
1.05 104.0
1.16 103.9
1.21 103.9
1.25 89.0
1.26 50.5

1.28 103.7
1.44 103.9
1.61 104.1
1.64 86.9

1.66 103.9
1.91 104.0
2.14 104.1
2.34 104.0
2.66 104.1
2.73 104.0
3.04 104.0

3.06 47.1
3.07 50.0
3.09 99.2
3.21 103.8
3.37 104.1
3.41 103.8

3.43 72.6
3.45 94.2
3.47 100.4

3.51 - 104.0

3.55 98.1
3.57 104.0
3.60 107.8
3.69 110.5

55.3
55.7
79.2
63.5
98.1
57.8
65.6
97.0
96.9
57.4
94.9
95.2
93.2
93.4
72.2
56.2
97.8
96.1
94.6
71.2
97.8
95.2
94.5
93.1
93.6
92.5
93.3
76.6
68.4
85.6
96.2
95.9
95.6
73.8
75.1
85.8
92.4
81.3
91.8
94.4
95.6

16.7 0.54 0.66

29.7 0.70 0.77

38.1 0.70 0.77

40.4 0.75 0.83

51.0 0.73 0.81

23.6 0.63 0.71
40.9 0.75 0.82

50.9 0.74 0.81

50.9 0.73 0.81

27.0 0.67 0.74

50.9 0.74 0.82

50.8 0.74 0.82
50.8 0.74 0.82

50.8 0.74 0.82

43.5 0.75 0.83

24.7 0.65 0.73

50.7 0.73 0.81

50.8 0.74 0.81

50.9 0.74 0.82

42.5 0.74 0.84

50.8 0.73 0.83

50.9 0.73 0.84

50.9 0.74 0.84

50.9 0.74 0.84
50.9 0.74 0.84
50.9 0.74 0.84
50.9 0.74 0.84

23.1 0.56 0.71
24.5 0.59 0.74

48.5 0.74 0.85

50.8 0.73 0.84

50.9 0.73 0.84
50.8 0.73 0.84

35.5 0.69 0.79
46.1 0.75 0.86

49.1 0.74 0.85

50.8 0.74 0.85

48.0 0.75 0.86
50.8 0.74 0.85

52.7 0.75 0.85

54.0 0.75 0.86
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Table 1-15. Exposure Accountiing Data for Plant A, Cycle 18

Avg. Max. Hot

Cyce or Cre Poer Core Chan.
Cycle Core Core Power Exit Exit MFLCPR MFLPD MAPRAT Critical
Expo. Power Flow Density Void Void Eigen-

Fract. Fract. value

3.96 112.3 96.0 54.9 0.75 0.86
4.50 111.7 94.5 54.6 0.75 0.86

4.63 112.4 95.6 55.0 0.75 0.86

4.64 59.9 61.3 29.3 0.67 0.77

4.67 112.1 97.9 54.8 0.75 0.86

4.96 111.0 98.6 - 54.3 0.74 0.86

5.25 111.1 96.6 54.3 0.74 0.86

5.26 53.1 49.8 26.0 0.67 0.78

5.28 94.0 72.8 46.0 0.76 0.85

5.31 111.0 93.2 54.3 0.75 0.85

5.57 111.0 95.4 54.3 0.75 0.84

5.77 111.0 94.1 54.3 0.75 0.85

5.94 111.1 93.1. 54.3 0.75 0.85

6.13 111.0 96.4 54.3 0.75 0.84

6.15 89.1 80.6: 43.6 0.72 0.84

6.17 108.7 88.6 53.1 0.76 0.85

6.37 112.2 95.1 54.9 0.75 0.85

6.57 112.2 94.4 54.9 0.75 0.85

6.91 112.2 96.6 54.9 0.75 0.85

7.16 112.3 94.7 54.9 0.75 0.85

7.18 112.3 94.6 54.9 0.75 0.86

7.40 112.5 96.6 55.0 0.75 0.86

7.62 112.3 94.9 54.9 0.75 0.86

7.82 112.4 93.8 55.0 0.75 0.86

7.85 112.4 96.6 55.0 0.75 0.86

7.88 76.2 64.9 37.3 0.72 0.85

7.90 111.0 90.1 54.3 0.75 0.87

7.92 112.3 95.9 54.9 0.75 0.86

8.14 112.2 94.2 54.9 0.75 0.86

8.42 112.4 93.7 55.0 0.75 0.87

8.64 112.1 96.2 54.8 0.74 0.86

8.86 112.3 95.6 54.9 0.75 0.86

9.10 112.4 94.6 55.0 0.75 0.87

9.13 111.2 98.2 54.4 0.74 0.86

9.15 112.2 96.7 54.9 0.74 0.86

9.42 112.3 95.3 54.9 0.75 0.87

9.68 112.5 95.3 55.0 0.75 0.87

9.69 47.3 60.4 23.1 0.57 0.77

9.72 109.8 91.2 53.7 0.75 0.87

9.74 112.2 95.2 54.9 0.75 0.87

10.06 112.2 93.9 54.9 0.75 0.87

10.09 109.2 94.6 53.4 0.74 0.86

10.11 66.8 65.0 32.7 0.68 0.83
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Table 1-15. Exposure Accountiing Data for Plant A, Cycle 18

Avg. Max. Hot

Cycle Core Core Power Core Chan. Ciia
Cycle Poere Cow Doeny Exit Exit MFLCPR MFLPD MAPRAT Citica
Expo. Power Flow D Void Void Eviaglen-

Fract. Fract.
10.13 78.8 89.9 38.5 0.66 0.82

10.18 77.8 59.5 38.1 0.73 0.86

10.20 80.4 71.1 39.3 0.72 0.85
10.22 112.4 94.1 55.0 0.75 0.87
10.35 112.3 97.3 54.9 0.74 0.86

10.62 112.2 96.0 54.9 0.74 0.86

10.79 112.2 94.1 54.9 0.75 0.86

11.01 112.3 95.4 54.9 0.75 0.86

11.03 67.4 68.5 33.0 0.67 0.80

11.04 77.2 67.9 37.8 0.71 0.83

11.07 109.7 89.9 53.7 0.75 0.87

11.26 112.5 97.1 55.0 0.74 0.85

11.49 112.2 94.0 54.9 0.75 0.86

11.71 112.3 96.3 54.9 0.74 0.85

11.90 112.4 94.1 55.0 0.75 0.86

12.13 112.3 96.8 54.9 0.74 0.85

12.35 112.3 93.7 54.9 0.75 0.85

12.57 112.4 97.1 55.0 0.74 0.85

12.69 112.4 96.0 55.0 0.74 0.85

12.91 112.4 97.0 55.0 0.74 0.86

13.23 112.5 96.0 55.0 0.74 0.86

13.25 84.6 73.8 41.4 0.72 0.85

13.28 112.5 94.5 55.0 0.74 0.87

13.37 112.4 97.7 55.0 0.74 0.86

13.58 112.5 95.7 55.0 0.74 0.86

13.59 71.2 53.6 34.8 0.73 0.85

13.62 104.5 99.2 51.1 0.72 0.85

13.64 112.2 97.7 54.9 0.74 0.86

13.89 112.3 93.4 54.9 0.74 0.87

13.98 112.3 96.8 54.9 0.74 0.86

14.08 112.1 96.9 54.8 0.74 0.86

14.16 112.4 98.1 55.0 0.73 0.86

14.23 112.3 98.1 54.9 0.73 0.86

14.30 112.4 98.7 55.0 0.73 0.86

14.35 112.2 98.3 54.9 0.73 0.86

14.45 112.3 98.3 54.9 0.73 0.86
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1.6.5 Cold Critical Measurements

BWRs are designed so that they can be shut down in the cold condition (20'C) with a single
control blade withdrawn. In order to qualify the ability of the BWR simulator code to accurately
predict the cold shutdown margin, a number of cold critical datapoints have been tabulated.

Cold critical eigenvalue data for each of the cycles studied is provided in Table 1-16. The
studied plants are identified in Table 1-14. Cold critical data is provided for each point in the
cycle where a cold critical test was performed. Table 1-16 shows the cycle exposure at which
the test was performed, the measured cold critical eigenvalue, and the design basis eigenvalue
which was selected for design purposes prior to operation. The design basis eigenvalues are
selected by the responsible design engineer and are based on the prior history of the particular
plant and known trends of the nuclear methods used for design. Figure 1-27 shows the cold
critical eigenvalues as a function of cycle exposure. [[

]]. The trend is consistent and is accounted for in the
design process.

The measured cold critical eigenvalues are obtained by running the 3D Simulator at the same
exposure and with the critical rod patterns used in the test. The eigenvalue calculated by the
simulator is then corrected for the positive period measured during the test. The data in Table
1-16 include both distributed control rod patterns (as would occur during normal startup or
shutdown) and local criticals where control rod(s) are withdrawn in a particular core location.
Note that the design basis cold eigenvalue is not provided for Plant B, Cycle 9, and Plant E,
Cycle 9. The reason for this exception is that when these cycles were being designed,
PANAC10 was used, but the analysis ofthe test was performed with PANACI1. Therefore, the
actual design basis eigenvalue was based on the earlier version of the 3D Simulator, and it would
not be valid to compare it to the PANAC 11-based measured eigenvalue.

The results of this sample of cold critical results are summarized in Table 1-16. [[
]]. This sample

indicates that the core simulation system is capable of providing excellent predictive capability
over a wide range of plants and core designs. The uncertainty in the results is consistent with
expectations and in addition to the nuclear methods uncertainty includes all other uncertainties
(i.e. plant instrumentation, manufacturing, etc) associated with the design and operation of a
nuclear reactor.
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Table 1-16. Cold Critical Eiienvalues for All Studied Cycles

Cycle Exposure Measured Cold Nuclear Design
Plant, Cycle GVST CiiaEgevleBasis Cold Critical

GWDIT Citicl Egenvlue Ei envalue

Plant A, C18 0.00
3.04
6.13
7.85
9.68

13.58
Plant A, C19 0.00

4.80
4.87
4.88 _ _ _ _ __X

Plant B, C9 0.00
11.86

Plant B, CIO 0.00
0.00
8.68 -

Plant C, C30 0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

=_ 6.34
7.60
7.60

7.60

Plant C, C31 0.00
____ ___ ____ ___ ___0 .00

0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
_ _ 0.00

7.83
7.83
7.83
7.83
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Table 1-16. Cold Critical Eig !nvalues for All Studied Cycles

Cycle Exposure Measured Cold Nuclear Design
Plant, Cycle Cycle Criticae eauedvCld Basis Cold Critical

GWD)/ST Critical Eigenvalue EgnauEigenvalue
Plant D, Cycle15 0.00 [[

3.4
PlanI E, Cycle 9 0.00

Plant E, Cycle 10 0
3.4

Averagel
Standard Deviation ]

NOTE: PANAClO was used to design both of these cycles, using PANACIO-based eigenvalues
for the Nuclear Design Basis. The tests; however were evaluated with PANAC 11, for which
there were no Nuclear Design Basis eigenvalues defined.
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Figure 1-27. Cold Critical Eigenvalues All Cycles Studied

]]

1.6.6 TIP Data Summary for the Cycles Studied

Summary core-wide statistics for the TIP data taken during the cycles studied is provided in
Table 1-17. This table provides the cycle exposure at which the TIP data was taken, the core
power and flow, the RMS differences between the TIP data and the power distribution calculated
by the 3D Simulator, the core average and maximum channel exit void fractions, and the thermal
margins calculated by the 3D Simulator at each of the TIP statepoints. The RMS differences are
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calculated for the Bundle (Radial), Axial and Nodal quantities at each statepoint. [[
]]. This shows excellent overall

agreement and does not indicate any degradation of the simulation as a function of cycle
exposure or core design.
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Table 1-17. TIP Couiparisuns fOr the Studied Cycies

Avg.ore MaxJCore Core Bundle Axial Nodal Agoe Chan. PDPRC | Cnro Exit Void |Exit Void|MCceEp. Power Flow IIMS RMS RMS Fract ExitCPRiMFL
_____ ____ Fract _ _ _ _ _

GWd/ST %OLTP % Rated | _% | _% | */_

Plant A - Cycle 18
2.34 104.0 93.6 rr 0.74 0.84 rrFI
3.37 103.4 94.2 0.73 0.84 I
4.18 112.2 94.4 ] 0.75 0.86 _ ]]

Plant A - Cycle 19
0.24 112.4 J 94.8 J _ _ J _ 0.76 [ 0.83 _rrI_ I __
1.17 1 112.5 1 92.8T 1 0.76 1 0.83 3 1
2.13 112.4 94.3 0.76 0.84
2.50 112.3 95.4 0.75 0.85
3.16 112.3 96.9 0.75 0.85
4.19 112.5 93.6 0.76 0.86
4.51 112.2 97.6 0.75 0.84
5.18 112.5 97.9 0.75 0.84
6.26 112.3 94.4 0.76 0.85 _
7.22 112.4 94.4 0.75 0.86
8.13 112.6 94.3 0.75 0.86
9.02 112.6 96.0 ]] 0.75 0.86 ]]

Plant B - Cycle 9
0.26 104.8 99.4 J[j 0.74 0.83 J rr _I _ I
0.54 104.9 90.6 0.76 0.84 _ _ _

0.79 104.9 91.1 0.76 0.84 1_1 _ 1
1.42 104.8 96.9 0.74 0.83
1.61 105.0 94.9 0.75 0.84
2.20 104.6 89.7 0.76 0.85
2.50 104.9 89.7 _ _ 0.76 0.86
3.41 104.6 85.7 1 I T 0.76 0.87
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Table 1-17. TIP Comparisons for the Studied Cycles

Avg.Core MMCaxMLPChan. .. MAPR
Cycle Expo. PCore Core Bundle Axial Nodal Exit Void MFLCPR MFLPD MAPRAC lexp. Power Flow RMS RMS RMS Frc ExtViT

Fract Fract _ _ _ _ _ _

GWd/ST %OLTP % Rated _/O %
3.87 104.6 85.0 ]] 0.76 0.87 1_ __

4.39 105.0 92.1 0.75 0.86 [[
5.92 104.7 87.6 0.76 0.86
6.92 105.1 86.4 _ 0.76 0.87
7.20 105.0 98.0 0.74 0.86
7.76 104.9 95.5 0.74 0.86
8.49 105.0 92.9 0.75 0.87
9.20 105.0 91.0 0.75 0.87
9.58 96.8 103.9 0.70 0.82
10.06 105.1 100.6 0.73 0.85
10.34 104.8 99.6 0.73 0.85
11.12 105.1 99.5 0.73 0.85
12.00 101.1 103.3 0.71 0.85
13.21 104.6 101.3 0.72 0.85
13.71 104.8 93.1 0.74 0.87
14.24 104.9 97.2 X 0.73 0.86
14.49 104.1 102.9 0.72 0.84
14.76 104.6 102.1 0.72 0.85
15.21 102.8 104.1 0.71 0.84
15.63 88.1 103.5 _ 0.67 0.81
15.99 89.2 103.6 _L0.67 0.81 ]]

Plant B - Cycle 10

0.19 94.1 102.7 Jj [[ |____ 0.70 0.80 1 [[_|__
0.27 104.5 102.1 _ l l 0.73 0.83 _ l _ l
0.80 105.0 98.1 _ l l _ _ 0.74 0.84 _ _ __

1.64 104.9 96.9 _ l l 0.74 0.84 _ l _ l
2.45 105.0 96.7 _ l l _ 0.74 0.85 _____

4.10 104.9 92.3 _ l l _ _ 0.75 0.85 _ l l
4.18 105.0 92.6 _ l l 0.75 0.85 _ l l
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Table 1-17. TIP Comparisons for the Studied Cycles

Poe ~ wAvg.Core MaxCycle Expo. Core Core Bundle Axial Nodal Chan|Exit VMAPh | MFLRAPR MFIPD M'P
Poe lw RSRMS RMS Fct Exit VoidT

____ ___ __ _ ___ ___ _ __ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___F ra ct

GWdIST %OLTP % Rated _ __ % _ __

4.46 104.9 95.6 ]] 0.74 0.85 1
5.01 104.9 95.5 [[ 0.74 0.86 [[
5.77 104.9 94.0 0.74 0.86
6.61 104.9 93.0 0.74 0.87
7.08 104.8 97.4 _ 0.73 0.86
7.92 104.9 95.4 0.74 0.87
8.20 105.1 95.4 0.74 0.87
8.68 105.0 92.3 ]] 0.74 0.88 ]]

Plant C - Cycle 30
0.43 110.0 98.2 [[ 0.71 0.88
1.13 109.8 97.7 0.71 0.87
1.85 109.8 94.7 0.71 0.88
2.25 109.5 93.8 0.72 0.89
2.53 109.8 93.4 0.72 0.89
3.33 109.7 94.5 0.72 0.87
3.84 109.9 88.6 0.73 0.90
4.01 109.9 90.2 0.73 0.90
4.71 109.5 98.9 0.71 0.88
5.34 106.7 87.0 0.72 0.90
6.25 109.5 105.7 1 0.68 0.87
6.48 94.3 88.5 0.68 0.87
6.91 105.1 109.8 0.65 0.85

Plant C - Cycle 31
0.50 103.7 87.7 l l _ 0.72 0.88 _ l l
0.98 110.2 97.8 l l _ 0.72 | 0.87 _ l l
1.68 110.0 93.7 l l _ 0.72 0.87 _ l l
2.45 109.9 92.3 l l _ 0.72 0.87 _ l l
3.10 109.7 93.0 l l _ 0.72 0.87 1 1 1
3.92 109.9 94.8 _ _ _ 0-72 1 0.87 r | _
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Table 1-17. TIP Comparisons for the Studied Cycles

Avg.Core MFCRxFP
Cycle Expn. Core Core Bundle Axial Nodal Exit Void CExit V MFLdPR MFLPD TMAPCceEo. Power Flow RMS RMS RMS Fract ExtViT

GWd/ST %OLTP % Rated */e % %
4.61 109.6 90.9 ]] 0.72 0.88 ]]
5.38 109.6 99.1 [[ 0.71 0.87 [[
5.86 109.7 90.1 0.72 0.90
6.72 109.5 107.8 0.68 0.86
7.28 109.3 109.2 ]] 0.66 0.85 11

Plant E - Cycle ' _

0.25 111.1 92.6 _ [[ 0.75 0.87 J [[
0.51 111.2 98.2 _ 0.74 0.86
3.72 - 111.7 94.0 0.76 0.86
3.77 111.6 94.7 0.75 0.86 _

4.78 109.8 92.5 0.75 0.86 _ _____

5.69 109.5 90.9 0.76 0.87
7.54 109.3 90.8 _ _ _ 0.76 0.87
9.31 109.5 92.5 0.76 0.87
10.20 111.5 93.7 0.76 0.87 _
11.03 112.0 94.6 _ _ _ 0.76 0.87
11.98 112.2 95.0 __ _ _ 0.76 0.86 _ _ _ __

12.91 109.0 94.0 _ _ _ 0.75 0.86 _ rT__
14.62 106.0 103.2 _ _ _ __ 0.73 0.82 _ _ T _ _

15.40 100.8 104.3 _ ____]]_JL0.70 0.80 _ ____]]__

Plant E - Cycle 10 |
0.14 111.7 95.4 0.76 0.84
0.79 111.0 93.9 _ _ _ 0.76 0.84 _______

1.71 113.5 95.6 _ _ _ 0.77 0.85 _______

2.47 114.6 96.6 _ _ _ 0.76 0.85
3.58 114.2 96.2 _ _ _ 0.77 0.86
5.73 113.8 97.5 _ _ ______ 0.76 0.85 _ _ _ _

6.58 113.3 96.6 _ _ _ 0.76 0.85 _ ____-_---

7.38 113.9 95.9 _ _ _ 0.77 0.86
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Table 1-17. TIP Comparisons for the Studied Cycles

I I I I I I - I

Cycle Expo. Core Core Bundle Axial Nodal ExitVoid Chan. MFLCPR MFLPD MAPRA
Power Flow RMS RMS RMS Fat Exit Void T

Frract

GWd/ST %OLTP % Rated % % %
8.45 1 10.8 95.8 ]]_ jfl 0.76 0.86 ]]_ __ __ _I
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1.6.7 Conclusions

The GE BWR Simulator has undergone extensive testing by comparison of calculated results
with alternate three dimensional methods, end-of-cycle gamma scan data, and operating reactor
operating reactor data.

Comparisons to alternate three dimensional methods indicates good agreement over a wide
range of plant types and core conditions.

A. further indication of the GE nuclear design methods ability to track operating plants is the
comparison of calculated results to gamma scan measurements. Gamma scan measurements
were taken at the end of two cycles of operation at Hatch Unit 1.

]]
Hot critical effective multiplication factors (keff) have been tracked for a number of plants at
different exposure points and for different operating cycles. [[

]]The results indicate that the GE nuclear design
models track core reactivity very well.

Cold critical effective multiplication factors have been calculated and compared to a number of
measured critical core configurations. [[

]] These results indicate that the GE nuclear design methods track the cold keff
very well.

Numerous examples of the ability of the GE nuclear design models to track the core power
distributions are given. Comparisons to in-core plant instrumentation indicates good
agreement over numerous cycles of operation for various plant types. The calculated results
show that the GE methods track the measured (by the core monitoring system) core radial
power distributions very well.

These results show that the GE BWR simulator is a valid and accurate predictor of BWR
behavior and is suitable for performing the nuclear safety analyses for BWRs.

1.7 Reactivity Coefficient Methods

The Doppler reactivity coefficient is determined by using an NRC-approved lattice physics
code. The Doppler coefficient is determined using the theory and methods for steady-state
nuclear calculations, described above.

The lattice physics code is used to calculate ko for any lattice at two temperatures. The first
temperature is the standard hot operating temperature. The second temperature is set at
1773K. The calculations are made at as a function of void fraction and at every standard hot
uncontrolled exposure depletion point.

The Doppler Reactivity Coefficient (DRC) is characterized as CDOP as follows:
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1000(kT -kT)

kT ( JOt~
where:

To = normal hot operating temperature (Kelvin).
T,= elevated temperature (Kelvin).
kTJ = eigenvalue at elevated temperature.
kTo= eigenvalue at normal operating temperature.

While the reactivity change caused by the Doppler effect is small compared to the moderator
void reactivity changes during normal operation, it becomes very important during postulated
rapid power excursions in which large fuel temperature changes occur.

The 3D core simulator is used in determining the void coefficient of reactivity. A detailed
discussion of the methods used to calculate moderator void reactivity coefficients, the accuracy
and application to plant transient analyses, is presented in Reference 9. The In-Channel Void
Coefficient (VODCOF) is the ratio of ihe change in k-effective to the change in (percent) void
fraction because of a perturbation in some particular parameter:

VODCOF =1 Ok
k £9(%VOID)

The calculation of the void reactivity coefficient is accomplished through perturbation of the
inlet enthalpy to the core, although perturbation of pressure or core flow are also possible to
effect a change in voids and reactivity. The derivative in the above equation is determined by
a higher-order numerical scheme, which requires two points above and two points below the
base point in addition to the base point itself. After evaluating four perturbations to the
original system, one obtains a better estimate than any of the original four approximate
derivatives. This type of evaluation is subsequently less sensitive to the type and size of the
perturbation for evaluation of a particular derivative.

The moderator temperature coefficient: (MODCOF) is calculated using a combination of the
lattice physics code and core simulator. The lattice physics code is used to evaluate infinite
lattice properties of each of the various lattices in the fuel bundle as a function of exposure,
void history and temperature. Introducing the temperature specific nuclear libraries from the
lattice physics code into the core simulator and performing a standard cold eigenvalue
calculation then simulates a core temperature change. From the differential in core eigenvalue,
the moderator temperature coefficient of reactivity may be obtained as:

MODCOF= - k 1°K
k 0 y(oK)
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2. DESIGN BASIS

The design bases are those that are required for the plant to operate, meeting all safety
requirements. The safety design bases that are required fall into two categories:

* The reactivity basis, which prevents an uncontrolled positive reactivity excursion, and

* The overpower bases for the control of power distribution, which prevent the core from
operating beyond the fuel integrity limits.

2.1 Negative Reactivity Feedback Bases
Reactivity coefficients, the differential changes in reactivity produced by differential changes
in core conditions, are useful in calculating stability and evaluating the response of the core to
external disturbances. The base initial condition of the system and the postulated initiating
event determine which of the several defined coefficients are significant in evaluating the
response of the reactor. The coefficients of interest are the Doppler coefficient, the moderator
void reactivity coefficient and the moderator temperature coefficient. Also associated with the
BWR is a power reactivity coefficient. The power coefficient is a combination of the Doppler
and void reactivity coefficients in the power operating range; this is not explicitly evaluated.
The Doppler coefficient, the moderator void reactivity coefficient and the moderator
temperature coefficient of reactivity shall be negative for power operating conditions, thereby
providing negative reactivity feedback characteristics.

The above design basis meets General Design Criterion 11.

2.2 Control Requirements (Shutdown Margins)

The core must be capable of being made subcritical, with margin, in the most reactive
condition throughout the operating cycle with the highest worth control rod, or rod pair, stuck
in the full-out position and all other rods fully inserted. This satisfies General Design Criterion
245.

2.3 Control Requirements (Overpower Bases)

The nuclear design basis for control requirements is that Maximum Linear Heat Generation
Rate (MLHGR) and Minimum Critical Power Ratio (MCPR) constraints shall be met during
operation. The MCPR and MLHGR are determined such that, with 95% confidence, the fuel
does not exceed required licensing limits during abnormal operational occurrences.

These parameters are defined as follows:
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23.1 Maximum Linear Heat Generation Rate

The MLHGR is the maximum linear heat generation for the fuel rod with the highest surface
heat flux at a given nodal plane in the bundle. The MLHGR operating limit is bundle type
dependent. The MLHGR can be monitored to assure that all mechanical design requirements
are met. The fuel will not be operated at MLHGR values greater than those found to be
acceptable within the body of the safety analysis under normal operating conditions. Under
abnormal conditions, including the maximum overpower condition, the MLHGR will not cause
fuel melting or cause the stress and strain limits to be exceeded.

2.3.2 Minimum Critical Power Ratio

The MCPR is the minimum CPR allowed for a given bundle type to avoid boiling transition.
The CPR is a function of several parameters; the most important are bundle power, bundle
flow, the local power distribution and the details of the bundle mechanical design. The plant
Operating Limit MCPR (OLMCPR) is established by considering the limiting anticipated
operational occurrences (AOOs) for each operating cycle. The OLMCPR is determined such
that 99.9% of the rods avoid boiling transition during the transient of the limiting analyzed
AOO.

The above basis satisfies General Design Criterion 10.

2.4 Control Requirements (Standby Liquid Control System)

GDC 27 requires that the reactivity control systems have a combined capability, in conjunction
with poison addition by the emergency core cooling system, of reliably controlling reactivity
changes under postulated accident conditions, with appropriate margin for stuck rods. The
nuclear design basis is that, assuming a stuck rod, or rod pair, the SLCS provide sufficient
liquid poison into the system so that sufficient shutdown margin is achieved.

2.5 Stability Bases

The licensing basis for stability must comply with the requirements of 10 CFR 50, Appendix
A, "General Design Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants". The Appendix A criteria related to
stability are Criteria 10 and 12.

Criterion 10 (Reactor Design) requires that:

"The reactor core and associated coolant, control, and protection systems shall be
designed with appropriate margin to assure that specified acceptable fuel design
limits are not exceeded during any condition of normal operation, including the
effects of anticipated operational occurrences."

Criterion 12 (Suppression of Reactor Power Oscillations) requires that:
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"The reactor core and associated coolant, control, and protection systems shall be designed to
assure that power oscillations which can result in conditions exceeding specified acceptable
fuel design limits are not possible or can be reliably and readily detected and suppressed."
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3. NUCLEAR DESIGN EVALUJATION

The core design consists of a light-water moderated reactor, fueled with slightly enriched
uranium-dioxide. The use of water as a moderator produces a neutron energy spectrum in
which fissions are caused principally by thermal neutrons. At normal operating conditions, the
moderator boils, producing a spatially variable distribution of steam voids in the core. The
void reactivity feedback effect is an inherent safety feature of the ESBWR system. Any
system change which increases reactor power, either in a local or core-wide sense, produces
additional steam voids and thus reduces the power.

3.1 Nuclear Design Description

The reference core design is examined in detail within this document. The current ESBWR
core configuration consists of [[

]]. The three-dimensional simulation modeling was defined as quarter core mirror
symmetric. Consequently, results in quadrants other than the upper left will be identical to the
values shown. In addition, the core modeling within this report is for an equilibrium core
design. An equilibrium core design is defined as having a similar discharge of burnt fuel,
similar loading pattern of fresh fuel, and similar depletion with rod patterns for multiple
simulated cycles. Below are the nominal operating conditions for the reference ESBWR core
design.

]]

3.1.1 Core Loading Pattern

The reference core design is characterized by the fuel type loading pattern given in Figure 3-25
and the beginning of cycle (BOC) exposures given in Figure 3-26. [[
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This reference core utilizes [[
]]. End of Cycle

(EOC) bundle average exposures can be found in Figure 3-27.

3.1.2 Bundle Designs of Reference Core

Lattice details of the bundle designs can be found in Figure 3-1 and Figure 3-4. From these
two figures, it can be seen that the bundle is modeled as

]]
Figure 3-2 and Figure 3-5 provide the rod-by-rod description of the bundles. The splits and
weights of the bundles can be found in Figure 3-3 and Figure 3-6.

31.2.1 Bundle Local Peaking Results

With the lattices defined above, the lattice physics methodology described in Section I was
used to generate the libraries incorporated during the 3D simulations. One of the important
parameters that affect the LHGR performance of the bundles are the local peaking values.
Although the entire library generation is far too large to provide within this report, the
maximum local peaking values for each [[ ]] are provided
in Figure 3-7 thru Figure 3-12 for bundle 90018 and Figure 3-16 thru Figure 3-21 for bundle
90019. In addition, Figure 3-13 provides the lattice local peaking for lattice 81802 at 40%
void during beginning of life (BOL). Similarly, Figure 3-22 provides the lattice local peaking
values for lattice 81902. Resulting core LHGR performance is described in subsection 3.5.

3.1.2.2 Bundle R-Factor Results

Another important parameter that affects the critical power performance of a BWR is the
exposure dependent bundle R-Factor. Figure 3-14 identifies the uncontrolled and controlled R-
factors for bundle 90018 at 0 mills channel bow. The R-factors for bundle 90019 can be found
in Figure 3-23 at 0 mills channel bow. To further illustrate how these maximum values are
created, Figure 3-15 and Figure 3-24 show the rod-by-rod R-factors for an exposure of 20
GWD/ST. Bundle design of an ESBWR [[

Resulting core CPR performance is described in subsection 3.5.
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3,1.3 Eigenvalue Determination

At the start of a core design effort, hot and cold eigenvalues are determined in order to
calibrate the 3D simulator predictions to actual results of the BWR fleet. Because of the
similarities between current operating BVWRs and the ESBWR, as well as, the identical nature
of the lattice physics calculations, exposure dependent eigenvalues could readily be obtained.
Incorporating the actual trends of other large BWR cores, the hot and cold exposure dependent
eigenvalues were determined. Figure 3-49 shows the design basis exposure dependent hot
eigenvalue. Figure 3-51 illustrates the design basis exposure dependent cold eigenvalue.
While these eigenvalue curves are similar to those identified in Section 1 of this report, they
are not identical because recent trends were incorporated during the creation of eigenvalues
within this subsection. Eigenvalue determination is used for hot and cold reactivity
calculations, as well as, determining the appropriate control rod inventory needed to provide
criticality at full power. Figure 3-50 shows the rod pattern eigenvalues vs. target eigenvalue
throughout the cycle.

3.1.4 Integrated Power Distribution

Although there do not exist design constraints of the bundle integrated power, this is a helpful
parameter when understanding loading pattern influence on individual power generation per
bundle. During a typical ESBWR cycle, the once-burnt fuel provides most of the influence.
S-imilarly, towards the end of cycle (EOC) the fresh fuel provide most of the influence.
Consequently, it is the balance of both :fresh and burnt fuel that enables a somewhat constant
generation of power. Figure 3-29 illustrates the 2D bundle integrated power at beginning of
cycle (BOC). Figure 3-30 illustrates the 2D bundle integrated power towards the middle of
cycle (MOC). Similarly, Figure 3-31 illustrates the 2D bundle integrated power towards the
end of cycle (EOC). Values in all of these figures [[

3.1.5 Hot Excess Evaluation

A hot excess calculation illustrates the amount of exposure dependent excess reactivity a core
design provides. This calculation is performed by withdrawing all control rods and comparing
the difference between the resulting eigenvalue and the previously selected hot eigenvalue.
Figure 3-32 illustrates the hot excess of this reference core design. From this figure [[

]]

3.1.6 Rod Patterns and Axial Power Considerations

Figure 3-28 illustrates the control rod patterns for this reference core. The rod patterns utilize
[1
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]], maximizes operating capacity factor, and provides for
improved fuel cycle efficiency.

An inherent advantage the ESBWR has over a PWR is the [[

]] This classic
BWR characteristic is well illustrated in Figure 3-46, Figure 3-47, and Figure 3-48. Figure
3-45 illustrates the peak axial shape value at each exposure point. Values for this reference
design are well within the experience base of the current operating BWR fleet.

3.2 Negative Reactivity Feedback Evaluation

Reactivity coefficients are a measure of the differential changes in reactivity produced by
differential changes in core conditions. These coefficients are useful in understanding the
response of the core to external disturbances. The Doppler reactivity coefficient and the
moderator void reactivity coefficient are the two primary reactivity coefficients that
characterize the dynamic behavior of boiling water reactors.

The safety analysis methods are based on system and core models that include an explicit
representation of the core space-time kinetics. Therefore, the reactivity coefficients are not
directly used in the safety analysis methods, but are useful in the general understanding and
discussion of the core response to perturbations.

3 2.1 Doppler Reactivity Coefficient Evaluation

The Doppler coefficient is a measure of the reactivity change associated with an increase in the
absorption of resonance-energy neutrons caused by a change in the temperature of the material
in question. The Doppler reactivity coefficient provides instantaneous negative reactivity
feedback to any rise in fuel temperature, on either a gross or local basis. The magnitude of the
Doppler coefficient is inherent in the fuel design and does not vary significantly among BWR
designs. For most structural and moderator materials, resonance absorption is not significant,
but in U238 and pU240 an increase in temperature produces a comparatively large increase in the
effective absorption cross-section. The resulting parasitic absorption of neutrons causes an
immediate loss in reactivity.

Analyses were performed using the analytical models described previously. The values are
identical to the analysis supporting compliance for GE14 found in Reference 8, which consists
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of examination of the lattice level Doppler coefficients for several lattice configurations. For
all cases evaluated, the calculated Doppler coefficient was found to be negative. A typical
value of CDOP calculated is [[ ]](at zero exposure, 0.4 void fraction).

A further example of this can be found by observing the k-infinities at nominal and elevated
fuel temperature for the dominant lattices in both of the bundles of this reference design.
Figure 3-57 and Figure 3-58 illustrate the hot uncontrolled k-infinities for the dominant lattice
al 40% voids. In both of these figures, the effects of Doppler [[

]]. This trend is consistent for all ESBWR lattices within this
reference design.

32.2 Moderator Void Coefficient Evaluation

The moderator void coefficient should be large enough to prevent power oscillation due to
spatial xenon changes yet small enough that pressurization transients do not unduly limit plant
operation. In addition, the void coefficient has the ability to flatten the radial power
distribution and to provide ease of reactor control due to the void feedback mechanism. The
overall void coefficient is always negative over the complete operating range.

The results of these analyses show that boiling of the moderator in the active channel flow area
results in negative reactivity feedback for all expected modes of operation. The operating
mode selected to represent the most limiting condition (the least negative value of moderator
void coefficient) was the cold critical state at the middle of an equilibrium cycle. The value of
moderator void coefficient for this condition was calculated to be [[

]] The variation of the void coefficient as a function of temperature is shown in Figure
3-55 and Figure 3-56 for several exposure points in the reference fuel cycle.

3.2.3 Moderator Temperature Coefficient Evaluation

The moderator temperature coefficient is associated with the change in the water moderating
capability. A negative moderator temperature coefficient during power operation provides
inherent protection against power excursions. Hot standby is the condition under which the
BWR core coolant has reached rated pressure and the temperature at which boiling has begun.
Once boiling begins, the moderator temperature remains essentially constant in the boiling
regions.

Analyses of the moderator temperature coefficient of the reference core design were
performed. Figure 3-53 illustrates the moderator temperature coefficient eigenvalues for the
critical rod pattern configuration. Figure 3-54 illustrates the calculation with these eigenvalue
results to determine the reactivity coefficients for the critical configuration.

The most limiting state condition was determined to be at the end of the reference fuel cycle
for a critical core configuration. The results demonstrated [[

]]
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The results of these analyses at these conditions indicate that the moderator temperature
coefficient is negative for all moderator temperatures in the operating temperature range.

3,3 Control Requirements Evaluation

The ESBWR control rod system is designed to provide adequate shutdown margin and control
of the maximum excess reactivity anticipated during the plant operation.

3.3.1 Shutdown margin Evaluation

The shutdown margin is evaluated by calculating the core neutron multiplication with the core
simulator at selected exposure points, assuming the highest worth control rod, or rod pair, is
stuck out in the fully withdrawn position.

As exposure accumulates and burnable poison depletes in the lower exposure fuel bundles, an
increase in core reactivity may occur. The nature of the increase depends on the specifics of
the fuel loading and control state. For fuel cycles beyond the initial core, the shutdown margin
is calculated based on the carryover of the expected exposure at the end of the previous cycle.
The core is assumed to be in the cold, xenon-free condition in order to ensure that the
calculated values are conservative. Further discussion of the uncertainty of these calculations
is given in Reference 10.

The cold kff is calculated with the highest worth control rod, or rod pair, out at various
exposures through the cycle. A value R is defined as the difference between the highest worth
rod out keff at beginning of cycle (BOC) and the maximum calculated highest worth rod out kff
at any exposure point.

The strongest rod, or rod pair, out keffalt any exposure point in the cycle is equal to or less than

keff = keff(Stronflest rod withdrawn @ BOC) + R

where R is conservatively determined to be greater than or equal to 0. The value of R includes
equilibrium samarium.

The calculated keff with the highest worth rod withdrawn at BOC are reported in Figure 3-33.
The uncontrolled and fully controlled keff values are also reported in Figure 3-33. The
minimum required shutdown margin is given in the technical specifications. As can be seen in
Fiigure 3-33, Figure 3-34, Figure 3-35, and Figure 3-36 the SDM is [[

]]-

3.3.2 Reactivity Variation Evaluation

Tihe excess reactivity designed into the core is controlled by the control rod system
supplemented by gadolinia-urania fuel rods. These integral fuel burnable absorber rods may
be used to provide partial control of the excess reactivity available during the fuel cycle. The
burnable absorber loading controls local peaking factors and lowers the reactivity of the fuel
bundle. The burnable absorber performs this function by reducing the requirement for control
rod inventory in the core at the beginning of the fuel cycle, as described previously. Control
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rods are used during the cycle to compensate for reactivity changes due to burnup and also to
control the power distribution.

The nuclear design of the fuel assemblies comprising the equilibrium cycle reference core
design, including enrichment and burnable absorber distributions within the assembly, is given
in Figure 3-1 and Figure 3-4. The information relating to the reactivity variation through the
cycle is given in Figure 3-32. The control rod patterns through the cycle of the reference core
design are given using a quarter core (rmirror reflected) representation in Figure 3-28.

3.3.3 Standby Liquid Control System Evaluation

The Standby Liquid Control System (SLCS) is designed to provide the capability of bringing
the reactor, at any time in a cycle, from full power with a minimum control rod inventory
(which is defined to be at the peak of the xenon transient) to a subcritical condition with the
reactor in the most reactive xenon-free state.

The requirements of this system are dependent primarily on the reactor power level and on the
reactivity effects of voids and temperature between full-power and cold, xenon-free conditions.
The shutdown margin is calculated for a uniformly mixed equivalent concentration of natural
boron, which is required in the reactor core to provide adequate cold shutdown margin after
operation of the SLCS. Calculations are performed throughout the cycle including the most
reactive critical, xenon-free condition. Calculations are performed with all control rods
withdrawn. The shutdown capability of the SLCS for the reference ESBWR core was
calculated using [[ ]]. Figure 3-52 demonstrates [[

3A4 Criticality of Reactor During Refueling Evaluation

The basis for maintaining the reactor subcritical during refueling is presented in Subsection
2.2, and a discussion of how control requirements are met is given in Subsection 3.3.1. The
minimum required shutdown margin is given in the technical specifications.

3.5 Power Distribution Evaluation

The core power distribution is a function of fuel bundle design, core loading, control rod
pattern, core exposure distributions and core coolant flow rate. The thermal performance
parameters, MLHGR and MCPR, limit the core power distribution. The analysis of the
performance of the reference core design in terms of power distribution, and the associated
MLHGR and MCPR distributions within the core throughout the cycle exposure, has been
determined and discussed below.

3.5.1.1 MLHGR

Figure 3-37 illustrates maximum fraction of limiting power density (MFLPD) as a function of
exposure for each of the rod pattern steps of the reference ESBWR. By utilizing MFLPD,
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which provides a ratio to the LHGR limit, the value of 1.00 would represent design predictions
that equal the LHGR limit. Numbers less than 1.00 represent margin to this limit. As can be
seen in Figure 3-37 the exposure dependent maximum MFLPD ranges from about [[

]] indicating that the typical margin to operating LHGR limit is around [[
]]. Figure 3-38, Figure 3-39, and Figure 3-40 illustrate the 2D BOC, MOC, and EOC

buindle maximum MFLPDs. All figures show adequate margin to the MFLPD limit of 1.00.

35.1.2 MCPR

Figure 3-41 illustrates the maximum fraction of limiting critical power ratio (CPR) as a
function of exposure for each of the rod pattern steps. When utilizing the ratio to limiting
O'LMCPR for the core design, the value of 1.00 would represent design prediction equal to the
limiting OLMCPR. Numbers less than 1.00 represent margin to this limit. As can be seen in
Figure 3-41 the exposure dependent maximum CPR ratios range from [[ ]],
indicating that typical margin to the OLMCPR limit is around [[ ]]- Figure 3-42,
Figure 3-43, and Figure 3-44 illustrate the BOC, MOC, and EOC bundle CPR ratios. All
figures show adequate margin to the CPR ratio limit of 1.00.

3.6 Xenon Stability Evaluation

Boiling water reactors do not have instability problems due to xenon. This has been
demonstrated by:

* Never having observed xenon instabilities in operating BWRs;

* Special tests which have been conducted on operating BWRs in an attempt to force
the reactor into xenon instability; and

* Calculations.

All of these indicators have proven that xenon transients are highly damped in a BWR due to
the large negative moderator void feedback. Xenon stability analysis and experiments are
reported in Reference 1 1. Specific evaluations demonstrating the damping of xenon transients
(oscillations) in the ESBWR core are carried out in the following sub-sections.

3.6.1 BWR Xenon Trends

Spatial stability measurements and analytical studies for current operating boiling water
reactors have demonstrated that BWRs have very stable xenon transient performance
characteristics. This stability is attributed to the large negative power coefficient that
characterizes the BWR design. The negative power coefficient provides for strong spatial
damping of transient reactor performance that results from xenon transients. The ESBWR
shares the same negative power coefficient characteristics with current BWR designs, and is
similarly stable with respect to xenon transient performance.
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The large negative power coefficient of reactivity is a unique characteristic that results from
moderator boiling. The large change in moderator density in the boiling environment of the
reactor core is primarily responsible for the large negative power coefficient.

Nonlinear trends also exist in the axial xenon distributions in an ESBWR core. As the
moderator density changes axially up the reactor core, the neutron spectrum also changes. As
the moderator density decreases, the neutron spectrum hardens. Since the Xe135 isotope has a
smaller absorption cross section at higher neutron energies, the Xel35 distribution is affected
axially by the non-uniform moderator density. The I13 isotope, which decays to produce
Xe 35, is substantially proportional to the axial power distribution as it is a direct result of the
fission process, and is not strongly affected by the axial changes in the neutron spectrum. The
resulting differences in the Xe135 and 1135 distributions lead to non-linear axial trends in the
transient performance, which help to damp out any oscillatory behavior caused by transient
concentration differences.

The non-linear axial trends in nuclear characteristics, coupled with the negative power
coefficient resulting from the non-uniform moderator density, result in non-linear axial
responses that cause axial xenon redistributions to be damped in one cycle. Additionally,
although large reactor cores exhibit loosely coupled characteristics, local feedback at each
point in the reactor core is provided by moderator boiling. The large negative power
coefficient, coupled with the local feedback provided by localized boiling work together to
effectively damp azimuthal and radial oscillations.

The physical and nuclear characteristics of the ESBWR design have different effects upon the
magnitude of the power coefficient. A summary of the important design characteristics and
their influence on the power coefficient. are shown in the Table 3-1. The characteristics shown
in this table are consistent between BWR and ESBWR designs.

The primary differences between current operating BWRs and the ESBWR design include core
size, core height, and the lack of forced recirculation flow in the ESBWR. [[

]]. This results in slightly
improved xenon stability for the ESBWR since the axial moderator density change associated
with boiling occurs over a shorter distance. The natural recirculation characteristic of the
ESBWR is also an important difference, because all power maneuvers require the use of
control rods to control core reactivity and core power. The control rods have a strong negative
influence on the power coefficient. Control rod worth increases rapidly as water density is
decreased because of the increase in the thermal neutron diffusion length with decreased
moderator density. The required use of control rods to control core power complements the
negative power coefficient associated with the non-uniform moderator density to effectively
damp transient xenon effects.

3.6.2 ESBWR Xenon Transient Response Analysis

The results of two representative xenon transient evaluations are summarized in the figures
below. These calculations illustrate the: inherently stable response of the ESBWRR to step
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changes in power and the associated xenon transient effects. [[

1]

The three-dimensional model used for The xenon transient evaluations includes all of the
important non-linear trends associated with the non-uniform moderator distribution in the
ESBWR. These features include a coupled nuclear thermal-hydraulics model, point-wise
variability in nuclear properties, and exposure dependence of the nuclear characteristics of the
fuel.

The first case (see Figure 3-59, Figure 3-60, and Figure 3-61) illustrates the ESBWR response
to a rapid load drop from 100% power to 50% power. Control rods are inserted from the initial
steady state critical condition at 100% power to reduce the power to 50%. The transient is then
allowed to progress with no further control rod movement. As a result, the power is permitted
to change in response to the changes in the xenon concentration. The addition of control
blades to reduce the core power has a strong negative influence on the negative power
coefficient. The resulting xenon transient [[

]]-

The second case (see Figure 3-62, Figure 3-63, and Figure 3-64) illustrates the ESBWR
response to a scram recovery scenario. The scram is simulated by rapidly reducing the reactor
power from 100% to 4% for 8 hours. (Control rods are inserted from the initial steady state
critical condition at 100% power to reduce the power to 4%.) During this 8-hour period, the
xenon concentration builds up to its peak concentration. After 8 hours, the control rods are
withdrawn back to their original positions from the critical control rod pattern. [[

]] The transient is
then allowed to progress with no further control rod movement. The power is permitted to
change in response to the changes in the xenon concentration. [[

3.6.3 ESBWR Xenon Transient Conclusions

Tlhe negative power coefficient characteristic of an ESBWR has a pronounced effect on special
xenon stability. The negative power coefficient results naturally from the non-uniform
moderator distribution in the reactor coire. This characteristic, coupled with the non-linear
axial trends in nuclear characteristics, result in non-linear axial responses that cause the effects
of xenon transients to be damped in one cycle. The effects of localized boiling provide direct
local feedback that suppresses radial and azimuthal perturbations.
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Figure 3-1 Bundle ff 1]

]]
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Figure 3-2 Bundle [[ 1] Rods
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Figure 3-3 Bundle I1[ 11 Splits and Weights
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Figure 3-4 Bundle [f ii
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Figure 3-5 Bundle [[ 1] Rods
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Figure 3-6 Bundle Ill 1J Splits and Weights
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Figure 3-7 Lattice 81801 Maximum Local Peaking vs. Exposure
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Figure 3-8 Lattice 81802 Maximum Local Peaking vs. Exposure
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Figure 3-9 Lattice 81803 Maximum Local Peaking vs. Exposure
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Figure 3-10 Lattice 81804 Maximum Local Peaking vs. Exposure
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Figure 3-11 Lattice 81805 Maximum Local Peaking vs. Exposure
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Figure 3-12 Lattice 81806 Maximum Local Peaking vs. Exposure
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Figure 3-13 Example Rod Local Peaking (Lattice 81802, VF=40%, BOL)
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Figure 3-14 Bundle 90018 Uncontrolled and Controlled R-Factors
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Figure 3-15 Example Uncontrolled Rod R-Factors (Bundle 90018,20 GWD/ST)
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Figure 3-16 Lattice 81901 Maximum Local Peaking vs. Exposure
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Figure 3-17 Lattice 81902 Maximum Local Peaking vs. Exposure
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Figure 3-18 Lattice 81903 Maximum Local Peaking vs. Exposure
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Figure 3-19 Lattice 81904 Maximum Local Peaking vs. Exposure
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Figure 3-20 Lattice 81905 Maximum Local Peaking vs. Exposure
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Figure 3-21 Lattice 81906 Maximum Local Peaking vs. Exposure
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Figure 3-22 Example Rod Local Peaking (Lattice 81902, VF=40%, BOL)
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Figure 3-23 Bundle 90019 Uncontrolled and Controlled R-Factors

III
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Figure 3-24 Example Uncontrolled Rod R-Factors (Bundle 90019,20 GVD/ST)
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Figure 3-25 Reference Core Fuel Types
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Figure 3-26 BOC Bundle Average Exposures IMWD/ST)
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Figure 3-27 EOC Bundle Average Exposures (MWD/ST)
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Figure 3-28 Rod Patterns
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Figure 3-29 Bundle Integrated Power at BOC
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Figure 3-30 Bundle Integrated Power at MOC
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Figure 3-31 Bundle Integrated Power at EOC
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Figure 3-32 ARO Hot Excess Reactivity vs. Exposure
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Figure 3-33 Cold Shutdown Margin vs. Cycle Exposure

Ca
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Figure 3-34 BOC Cold Shutdown Margin Distribution
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Figure 3-35 MOC Cold Shutdown Margin Distribution
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Figure 3-36 EOC Cold Shutdown Margin Distribution
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Figure 3-37 Maximum MFLPD vs. Cycle Exposure Compared to Limit
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Figure 3-38 BOC Maximum Bundle MFLPD Distribution
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Figure 3-39 MOC Maximum Bundle MFLPD Distribution
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Figure 3-40 EOC Maximnum Bundle MFLPD Distribution
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Figure 3-41 Maximum CPR Ratio vs. Cycle Exposure Compared to Limit
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Figure 3-42 BOC Maximum Bundle CPR Ratio Distribution
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Figure 3-43 MOC Maximum Bundle CPR Ratio Distribution
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Figure 3-44 EOC Maximum Bundle CPR Ratio Distribution
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Figure 3-45 Maximuim Axial Power vs. Exposure
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Figure 3-46 BOC Axial Nodal Power Distribution
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Figure 3-47 MOC Axial Nodal Power Distribution
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Figure 3-48 EOC Axial Nodal Power Distribution
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Figure 3-49 Design Basis Hot Eigenvalue vs. Exposure
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Figure 3-50 Actual Rod Pattern Eigenvalue vs. Exposure
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Figure 3-51 Design Basis Cold Eigenvalue vs. Exposure
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Figure 3-52 SLICS Margin at [[ 1] PPM vs Exposure
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Figure 3-53 MTC Eigenvalue Results for Critical Configuration
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Figure 3-54 MTC Calculations for Critical Configuration
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Figure 3-55 Void Reactivity Coefficient Eigenvalues
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Figure 3-56 Void Reactivity Coefficients for Critical Configuration
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Figure 3-57 Bundle 90018, Lattice 81803,40% Void, HOTUNC & HOTUNCD
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Figure 3-58 Bundle 90019, Lattice 81903,40% Void, HOTUNC & HOTUNCD
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Table 3-1 Effects of Design Variables on Power Coefficient
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Figure 3-59 Load Drop - Power vs. Time
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Figure 3-60 Load Drop - Xenon Worth vs Time
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Figure 3-61 Load Drop - Axial Power Shape
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Figure 3-62 Scram Recovery - Power vs. Time
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Figure 3-63 Scram Recovery - Xenon Worth
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Figure 3-64 Scram Recovery - Axial Power Shape
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